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EXHIBITS LIST 
Reporter's Transcript: 
Hearing held March 2, 2012 - Reporter's Transcript will be lodged with the Supreme Court. 
Claimant's Exhibits: 
A. Dan Brownell reports 
B. SkillTRAN rep01is 
C. Discover T ABE 9 & 10 
D. Curriculum Vitae of Daniel W. Brownell 
Defendants' Exhibits: 
1. Medical records of Jeffrey Larson, M.D. 
2. Medical records of J. Craig Stevens, M.D. 
3. Medical records of Kootenai Medical Center 
4. Medical records of Anthony Branz, M.D. 
5. Medical records of Scott Magnuson, M.D. 
6. Medical records of Edward D. Ellison, M.D. 
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9. Medical records of Shoshone Medical Center 
10. Medical records of Mark Bengston, MPT, Functional Capacity Evaluation 
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12. Employer records 
13. Records of Industrial Commission Rehabilitation Division 
14. Deposition transcript of Kelli Lynn Sevy of February 20, 2009 
15. Benefit breakdown 
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17. Medical records from Kootenai Medical Center 
18. Deposition transcript of Kelli Lynn Sevy of November 15,201 I 
19. Vocational report ofNancy J. Collins, Ph.D. 
20. Curriculum Vitae of Jeffrey Larson, M.D. 
21. Handwritten document, dated January 31, 2012 
120. Claimant's Answers to Defendant ISIF's First Set ofinterrogatories to Claimant 
EXHIBITS LIST (KELLY SEVI - 41994) 1 
Depositions: 
1. JeffTruthan, taken March 6, 2012 
2. Mark Bengtson, taken March 6, 2012 
3. Nancy Jean Collins, taken March 29, 2012 
4. Jeffrey J. Larson, taken April 23, 2012 
Additional Documents: 
1. Claimant's post-hearing opening brief, filed, July 17, 2012 
2. Defendant ISIF's post-hearing brief, filed August 8, 2012 
3. Defendants Employer/Surety post-hearing brief, filed August 9, 2012 
4. Claimant's post-hearing reply brief, filed August 27, 2012 
5. Claimant's Brief in Support of Motion for Reconsideration, filed January 29, 2013 
6. Defendants Employer/Surety briefin opposition to motion for reconsideration, filed February 
4, 2013 
7. Defendant ISIF's response to motion for reconsideration, filed February 7, 2013 
8. Claimant's Response to Defendants' Briefs Regarding Motion for Reconsideration, filed 
February 8, 2013 
EXHIBITS LIST (KELLY SEVI - 41994) n 
WORKER'S COMPENSATION COMPLAINT 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION NO. O(:, ~ S:2 ro IO '7 
Claimant Kelli Sevy Claimant's Attorney: 
C/0 Starr Kelso Starr Kelso 
P.O. Box 1312 P.O. Box 1312 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
Telephone Number: 208-765-3260 
Employer's Name And Address (at time of injury) Worker's Compensation Insurance Carrier's 
SVL Analytical, Inc. (Not Adjustor's) Name And Address: 
P.0.Box 929 State Insurance Fund 
Kellogg, Idaho 83837 P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0044 
CLAIMANT'S  CLAIMANT'S  DATE OF INJURY OR MANIFESTATION OF OCCUPATIONAL 
  DISEASE: 10-31-06 
STATE AND COUNTY IN WHICH INJURY OCCURRED: WHEN INJURED, CLAIMANT WAS EARNING AN AVERAGE 
Benewah County, Idaho WEEKLY WAGE OF $7.50 per hour PURSUANT TO §72-419, 
IDAHO CODE 
DESCRIBE HOW INJURY OR OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE OCCURRED (WHAT HAPPENED): 
Trinned over doi! 
NATURE OF MEDICAL PROBLEMS ALLEGED AS A RESULT OF ACCIDENT OR OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE: 
Neck and back 
WHAT WORKERS' COMPENSATION BENEFITS ARE YOU CLAIMING AT THIS TIME: 
medicals, lost time, retraining,, attorney fees 
DATE ON WHICH NOTICE OF INJURY WAS GIVEN TO TO WHOM YOU GA VE NOTICE: 
EMPLOYER: I 1-07-06 Donella Moody and Crystal Sevy -; 
---
HOW NOTICE WAS GIVEN: ORAL x WRITTEN x OTHER, PLEASE SPECIFY __ 
ISSUE OR ISSUES INVOLVED: 
1. medical and compensation benefits 
2. retraining 
3. attorney fees and punitive costs 
DO YOU BELIEVE TIUS CLAIM PRESENTS A NEW QUESTION OF LAW OR A COMPLICATED SET OF FACTS? IF YES, PLEASE 
STATE WHY:No. 




PHYSICIANS WHO TREATED CLAIMANT (NAME AND ADDRESS) 
Jeffrey Larson, M.D. 
Coeur d'Alene, ldaho 
WHAT MEDICAL COSTS HA VE YOU INCURRED TO DA TE? Total Unknown 
WHAT MEDICAL COSTS HAS YOUR EMPLOYER PAID, IF ANY? unknown 
WHAT MEDICAL COSTS HA VE YOU PAID, IF ANY? Total Unknown 
I AM INTERESTED IN MEDIATING THIS CLAIM. IF THE OTHER PARTIES AGREE. X YES o NO 
DATE: SIGNATURE OF CLAIMANT OR ATTORNEY: 
PLEASE ANSWER THE SET OF QUESTIONS IMMEDIATELY BELOW 
ONLY IF CLAIM IS MADE FOR DEA TH BENEFITS 
NAME AND  SECURITY NUMBER 
OF PARTY FILING COMPLAINT? 
WAS CLAIMANT DEPENDENT ON DECEASED: 
DYES ONO 
DATE OF DEATH: RELATION OF DECEASED TO CLAIMANT: 
DID CLAIMANT LIVE WITH DECEASED AT TIME OF ACCIDENT: 
DYES ONO 
CLAIMANT MUST COMPLETE, SIGN AND DATE THE ATTACHED MEDICAL RELEASE FORM 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the day 20 bf , I caused to be served a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
Complaint upon: 
SVL Analytical Inc.. State Insurance Fund 
P.O. Box 929 P.O. Box 83720 
Kellogg, Idaho 83837 Boise, Idaho 83720-0044 
via: D personal service of process 
X regular U.S. Mail 
DI HA VE NOT SERVED A COPY OF THE COMPL~ ON ANYONE 
· Z>hJ,vv 
Signature 
NOTICE: An Employer or Insurance Company served with a Complaint must file an Answer on Form LC. 1003 with the 
Industrial Commission within 21 days of the date of service as specified on the certificate of mailing to avoid default. If no 
answer is filed, a Default Award may be entered! 
Further information may be obtained from: Industrial Commission, Judicial Division, PO Box 83720, Boise, Idaho 83720-
0041 (208) 334-6000 
(COMPLETE MEDICAL RELEASE FORM ON PAGE 3) 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
PO BOX 83720 
ID 83720-0041 
AUTHORIZATION FOR DISCLOSURE OF HEAL TH INFORMATION 
I hereby authorize ____________________ to disclose health information as specified: 
Pro1·ider Name - must be specific for each provider 
Insurance 
Sure 
Purpose or need for----------------------------------------
(e.g. Worker's Compensation Claim) 
Information to be disdosed: 
Cl Discharge Summary 
:J History & Physical Exam 
a Consultation Reports 
0 Operative Reports 
o Lab 
a Pathology 
o Radiology Reports 
a Entire Record 
o Other: 
I understand that the disclosure may include information relating to(chcck ifapplicable): 
o AIDS or HIV 
D Psychiatric or Mental Health Information 
o DrugtAkoho! Abuse Information 
I understand that the information to be released may include material that is protected by Federal Law ( 45 CFR Part 164) 
and that the information may be subject to redisclosure by the recipient and no longer be protected by the federal 
regulations. I understand that this authorization may be revoked in writing at any time by notifying the privacy officer. 
except that revoking the authorization won't apply t0 information already released in response tO this authorization. l 
understand that the provider will not condition treatment, payment, enrollment, or eligibility for benefits on my signing 
this authorization. Unless otherwise revoked, this authorization will expire upon resolution o[worker's compensation 
claim. Provider, its employees. officers. copy service contractor, and physicians are hereby released from any legal 
responsibility or liability for disclosure of the above information to the extent indicated and authorized by me on this fi.mn 
and as outlined in the Notice of Privacy. My signature below authorizes release of all information specified in this 





Signature of Witne.\:~ Tille Dute 
Origmal: t>.fodis:al R,:ceun! Copy: Patkat Con1plaiut Pag_e J nf _, 
Claimant Kelli Sevy 
C/0 Starr Kelso 
P.O. Box 1312 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
Telephone Number: 208-765-3260 
AMENDED 
WORKER'S COMPENSATION COMPLAINT 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION NO. 06-526107 
Claimant's Attorney: 
Starr Kelso 
P.O. Box 1312 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
Employer's Name And Address (at time of injury) Worker's Compensation Insurance Carrier's 
SVL Analytical, Inc. (Not Adjustor's) Name And Address: 
P.O. Box 929 State Insurance Fund 
Kellogg, Idaho 83837 P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0044 
CLAIMANT'S  CLAIMANT'S  DATE OF INJURY OR MANIFESTATION OF OCCUPATIONAL 
  DISEASE: 10-31-06 
STATE AND COUNTY IN WHICH INJURY OCCURRED: WHEN INJURED, CLAIMANT WAS EARNING AN AVERAGE 
Shoshone County, Idaho WEEKLY WAGE OF $7.50 per hour PURSUANT TO §72-419, 
IDAHO CODE 
DESCRIBE HOW INJURY OR OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE OCCURRED (WHAT HAPPENED): 
trinned over do2: 
NATURE OF MEDICAL PROBLEMS ALLEGED AS A RESULT OF ACCIDENT OR OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE: 
neck and back 
WHAT WORKERS' COMPENSATION BENEFITS ARE YOU CLAIMING AT THIS TIME: 
medicals, lost time, retraining, attorney fees, impairment, disability 
DATE ON WHICH NOTICE OF INJURY WAS GIVEN TO TO WHOM YOU GA VE NOTICE: 
EMPLOYER: 11-07-06 Donella Mooday and Crystal Sevy ---
HOW NOTICE WAS GIVEN: ORAL x WRITTEN x OTHER, PLEASE SPECIFY --
' 
ISSUE OR ISSUES INVOLVED: 
1. medical and compensation benefits 
2. retraining 
3. attorney fees and punitive costs 
4. impairment and disability 
DO YOU BELIEVE THIS CLAIM PRESENTS A NEW QUESTION OF LAW OR A COMPLICATED SET OF FACTS? IF YES, PLEASE 
STATE WHY: No. 
NOTICE: COMPIAINTS AGA1NST THE INDUSTRIAL SPECIAL INDEMNITY FUND l\,IDST BE FILED IN ACCORDANCE WITH IDAHO CODE §72-334 AND FILED ON FORM J.C. 
1002 
PHYSICIANS WHO TREATED CLAIMANT (NAME AND ADDRESS) 
Jeffrey Larson 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 
WHAT MEDICAL COSTS HA VE YOU INCURRED TO DA TE? Total Unknown 
WHAT MEDICAL COSTS HAS YOUR EMPLOYER PAID, IF ANY? unknown 
WHAT MEDICAL COSTS HA VE YOU PAID, IF ANY? Total Unknown 
I AM INTERESTED IN MEDIATING THIS CLAIM, IF THE OTHER PARTIES AGREE. X YE
S o NO 
DATE: SIGNATURE OF CLAIMANT OR ATTOR
NEY: 
PLEASE ANSWER THE SET OF QUESTIONS IMMEDIATELY BELOW 
ONLY IF CLAIM IS MADE FOR DEATH BENEFITS 
NAME AND  SECURITY NUMBER 
OF PARTY FILING COMPLAINT? 
DA TE OF DEA TH: RELATION OF DECEASED TO CLAIMA
NT: 
WAS CLAIMANT DEPENDENT ON DECEASED: DID CLAIMANT
 LIVE WITH DECEASED AT TIME OF ACCIDENT: 
DYES DNO DYES 
DNO 
CLAIMANT MUST COMPLETE, SIGN AND DATE THE ATTACHED MEDICAL RELEAS
E FORM 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
[ hereby certify that on the Lj day I caused to be served a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
:omplaint upon: 
K..C. Construction 
2025 West Dakota 
Hayden Lake, Idaho 83835 
Liberty Northwest Insurance Corporation 
P.O. Box 7507 
Boise, Idaho 83707-1507 
via: D personal service of process 
X regular U.S. Mail 
D I HA VE NOT SERVED A COPY OF THE 90MPLAINT ON ANYONE -~~)z~ t uf-~~ 
Signature 
NOTICE: An Employer or Insurance Company served with a Complaint must file an Answer on Fo
rm LC. 1003 with the 
Industrial Commission within 21 days of the date of service as specified on the certificate of mailin
g to avoid default. If no 
answer is filed, a Default Award may be entered! 
Further information may be obtained from: Industrial Commission, Judicial Division, PO Box 8372
0, Boise, Idaho 83720-
0041 (208) 334-6000 




Purpose or need for 
\Vo-rkcr's Compcnsatt0n Clalrn l 
Information to be disdosed: 
:i Discharge Summary 
:J History & Physical Exam 
::i Consu!ration Reports 
::::l Operatin: Reports 
::l Lab 
:i Pathology 
O Radiology Reports 
:J Entire Record 
:J Other: 
of 
I understand that the disclosure may include information relating to if 
::i AIDS or HIV 
:J Psychiatric or '.vfentai Health Infom1ation 
:J Drugt r\lcohol i\buse Ini-Ormation 
I understand that the information to be released may indude material that is 
::!S 
Federni Lnv (45 CFRPart 16-4) 
and that the information may be subject to redisclosure the recipient and no longer be by th1: federal 
regulations. I understand that this authorization may be revoked in writing at any tim,: th,: priYacy offker. 
except that revoking the authorization \VOn "t apply to information reli2as~<l in rt.:sponsc to this authoriz~:nion. 1 
understand that the provider will not condition treatment. payment enrollment or eligibility for benefits on my signing 
this authorization. Unless othenvise revoked, this authori;ation will expire upon resolution o{ worker's compensation 
claim. Provider, its employees. officers. copy service contractor. and physicians arc hereby released from any legal 
responsibility or for disclosure of the above information to the exrem indicared and amhorized mi.: on this form 
and as outlined in the Notice of Privacy. signature below authorizes r.::iease of ail infornntion specified in this 
authorization. that l have disclosure be directed to the privacy officer of the Provider 
Date 
Signature of Legal Representatfre & Relationship ta Patient/Authority tu A.ct Date 
----·-·--------------·----------·--------·------
Signature of Witness Title Date 
Complaint Page J nf J 
APPENDIX Ill 
Send Original To: Industrial Commission, Judicial Division, 317 Main Street, Boise, Idaho 83720-6000 IC1003 (Rev.11/91) 
CLAIMANT'S NAME AND ADDRESS 
Kelli Sevy 
c/o Starr Kelso 
P. 0. Box 1312 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816 
EMPLOYER'S NAME AND ADDRESS 
SVL Analytical, Inc. 
P. 0. Box 929 
Kellogg, ID 83837 
ANSWER TO COMPLAINT 
I.C. NO. 06-526107 
CLAIMANT'S ATTORNEY'S NAME AND ADDRESS 
Starr Kelso 
P.0.Box1312 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816 
WORKERS' COMPENSATION INSURANCE CARRIER'S (NOT ADJUSTOR'S) NAME AND 
ADDRESS 
Idaho State Insurance Fund 
1 21 5 W. State Street 
Boise !D 83720-0044 
ATTORNEY REPRESENTING EMPLOYER OR EMPLOYER/SURETY (NAME AND ADDRESS) ATTORNEY REPRESENTING INDUSTRIAL SPECIAL INDEMNITY FUND (NAME AND 
ADDRESS) 
H. James Magnuson, Attorney 
PO Box 2288 
Coeur d'Alene ID 83816-2288 
181 The above-named employer or employer/surety responds to Claimant's Complaint by stating: 
The Industrial Special Indemnity Fund responds to the Complaint against the ISIF by stating: 











1. That the accident or occupational exposure alleged in the Complaint actually occurred on or about the 
time claimed. 
2. That the employer/employee relationship existed. 
3. That the parties were subject to the provisions of the Idaho Workers' Compensation Act. 
4. That the condition for which benefits are claimed was caused partly entirely D by an accident 
arising out of and in the course of Claimant's employment. 
5. That, if an occupational disease is alleged, manifestation of such disease is or was due to the nature of 
the employment in which the hazards of such disease actually exist, are characteristic of and peculiar to 
the trade, occupation, process, or employment. 
6. That notice of the accident causing the injury, or notice of the occupational disease, was given to the, 
employer as soon as practical but not later than 60 days after such accident or 60 days of the 
manifestation of such occupational disease. 
7. That, if an occupational disease is alleged, notice of such was given to the employer within five 
months after the employment had ceased in which it is claimed the disease was contracted. 
8. That the rate of wages claimed is correct. If denied, state the average weekly wage pursuant to 
Idaho Code, Section 72-419: 
9. That the alleged employer was insured or permissibly self-insured under_tte Idaho Workers' 
Compensation Act. 
10. What benefits, if any, do you concede are due Claimant? 
None. 
(COMPLETE OTHER SIDE) Answer--Page 1 of 2 
(Continued from front) 
1 1. State with specificity what matters are in dispute and your reason for denying liability, together with any affirmative defenses. 
1. Defendants deny each and every allegation of Claimant's Complaint not admitted herein. 
2 . Defendants allege Claimant's condition is attributable in whole or in part to a preexisting injury, infirmity, or c ondition. 
3 . Defendants deny that Claimant's condition is a result of an accident arising out of and in the course of her 
employment and, therefore, deny that she is entitled to any benefits. 
4. Defendants further allege that Claimant's current condition is the result of subsequent activity and, therefore, not 
related to the alleged injury. 
5. Defendants reserve the right to amend this Answer and /or raise additional defenses based on information discovered 
subsequent hereto. 
Under the Commission rules, you have twenty-one (21) days from the date of service of the Complaint to answer the Complaint. A 
copy of your Answer must be mailed to the Commission and a copy must be served on all parties or their attorneys by regular U.S. 
mail or by personal service of process. Unless you deny liability, you should pay immediately the compensation required by law, and 
not cause the claimant, as well as yourself, the expense of a hearing. All compensation which is concededly due and accrued should 
be paid. Payments due should not be withheld because a Complaint has been filed. Rule lll(D), Judicial Rules of Practice and 
Procedure under the Idaho Workers' Compensation Law, applies. Complaints against the Industrial Special Indemnity Fund must be 
filed on Form J.C. 1002. 
I AM INTERESTED IN MEDIATING THIS CLAIM, IF THE OTHER PARTIES AGREE. D vEs 181No 
DO YOU BELIEVE THIS CLAIM PRESENTS A NEW QUESTION OF LAW OR A COMPLICATED SET OF FACTS? If SO, PLEASE STATE. 
No. 
Amount of Compensation Paid to Date Dated Signature of Defendant or Attorney 
PPD TTD Medical 
April _a_, 2008 $3,107.50 $6,061.05 $46,748.91 
PLEASE COMPLETE CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the Q:> day of April, 2008, I caused to be served a true and correct copy of the foregoing Answer upon: 
CLAIMANT'S NAME AND ADDRESS 
Kelly Sevy 
c/o Starr Kelso 
P. 0. Box 1312 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816 
via: D personal service of process 
18lregular U.S. Mail 
EMPLOYER AND SURETY'S NAME AND 
ADDRESS 
via: D personal service of process 
D regular U.S. Mai 
INDUSTRIAL SPECIAL INDEMNITY FUND (if 
applicable) 
via: D personal service of process 
D regular U.S. Mail 
Answer--Page 2 of 2 
Claimant Kelli Sevy 
C/0 Starr Kelso 
P.O. Box 1312 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
Telephone Number: 208-765-3260 
SECOND AMENDED 
WORKER'S COMPENSATION COMPLAINT 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION NO. 06-526107 
Claimant's Attorney: 
Starr Kelso 
P.O. Box 1312 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
Employer's Name And Address (at ti..me of injury) Worker's Compensation Insurance Carrier's 
SVL Analytical, Inc. (Not Adjustor's) Name And Address: 
P.O. Box929 State Insurance Fund 
Kellogg, Idaho 83837 P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0044 
CLAIMANT'S  CLAIMANT'S  DATE OF INJURY OR MANIFESTATION OF OCCUPATIONAL 
  DISEASE: 10-31-06 
STATE AND COUNTY IN WHICH INJURY OCCURRED: WHEN INJURED, CLAIMANT WAS EARNING AN AVERAGE 
Shoshone County, Idaho WEEKLY WAGE OF $7.50 per hour PURSUANT TO §72-419, 
IDAHO CODE 
DESCRIBE HOW INJURY OR OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE OCCURRED (WHAT fL\PPENED): 
tripped over dog 
NATURE OF MEDICAL PROBLEMS ALLEGED AS A RESULT OF ACCIDENT OR OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE: 
neck and back 
WHAT WORKERS' COMPENSATION BENEFITS ARE YOU CLAIMING AT THIS TIME: 
medicals, lost time, retraining, attorney fees, impairment, disability 
DATE ON WHICH NOTICE OF INJURY WAS GIVEN TO TO WHOM YOU GA VE NOTICE: 
EMPLOYER: 11-07-06 Donella Mooday and Crystal Sevy 
.; 
HOW NOTICE WAS GIVEN: ORAL x WRITTEN x OTHER, PLEASE SPECIFY --
. 
ISSUE OR ISSUES INVOLVED: 
I. medical and compensation benefits 
2. retraining 
3. attorney fees and punitive costs 





DO YOU BELIEVE THIS CLAIM PRESENTS A NEW QUESTION OF LAW ORA COMPLICATED SET OF FACTS? IF YES, PLEASE 
STATE WHY: No. 
NOTICE: COMPLAINTS AGAINST THE INDUSTRIAL SPECIAL INDEMNITY FUND MUST BE FILED IN ACCORDANCE WITH IDAHO CODE §72-334 AND FILED ON FORM J.C. 
1002 
PHYSICIANS WHO TREATED CLAIMANT (NAME AND ADDRESS) 
Jeffrey Larson 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 
WHAT MEDICAL COSTS HA VE YOU INCURRED TO DA TE? Total Unknown 
WHAT MEDICAL COSTS HAS YOUR EMPLOYER PAID, IF A1'.1Y? Ut-iknown 
WHAT MEDICAL COSTS HA VE YOU PAID, IF ANY? Total Unknown 
I AM INTERESTED IN MEDIATING THIS CLAIM, IF THE OTHER PARTIES AGREE. X YES o NO 
DATE: SIGNATURE OF CLAIMANT OR ATTORNEY: 
PLEASE ANSWER THE SET OF QUESTIONS IMMEDIATELY BELOW 
ONLY IF CLAIM IS MADE FOR DEATH BENEFITS 
NAME AND  SECURITY NUMBER 
OF PARTY FILING COMPLAINT? 
WAS CLAIMANT DEPENDENT ON DECEASED: 
DYES ONO 
DATE OF DEATH: RELATION OF DECEASED TO CLAIMANT: 
DID CLAIMANT LIVE WITH DECEASED AT TIME OF ACCIDENT: 
DYES ONO 
CLAIMANT MUST COMPLETE, SIGN AND DATE THE ATTACHED MEDICAL RELEASE FORM 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
[ hereby certify that on the I?' day 
Complaint upon: 
State Insurance Fund 
P.O. Box 83720 
SVL Analytical, Inc. 
P.O. Box 929 
Kellogg, Idaho 83837 Boise, Idaho 83720-0044 
via: D personal service of process 
X regular U.S. Mail 
DI HA VE NOT SERVED A COPY OF THE 
Signature 
I caused to be served a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
NOTICE: An Employer or Insurance Company served with a Complaint must file an Answer on Form LC. 1003 with the 
Industrial Commission within 21 days of the date of service as specified on the certificate of mailing to avoid default. If no 
answer is filed, a Default Award may be entered! 
Further information may be obtained from: Industrial Commission, Judicial Division, PO Box 83720, Boise, Idaho 83720-
0041 (208) 334-6000 
(COMPLETE MEDICAL RELEASE FORM ON PAGE 3) 
I 
f:\DCSTR fAL CO.\Li-I!SSIO!\" 
PO BOX 83720 
BOISE ID 83720-0041 
Patient .',am c: 
i 13irth Dute: ___________ _,_,, ____ _ 
Address: ________ ______ __ _ 
Phone ;\umber: _____________ _ _ 
SS.'\ or Case '.\umber: ___________ _ 
Medical Record :\umber: ________ _ 
::: Pick up Copies ::: Fa, Cop ies"-------
::; Mail Copies 
lD Confinncd by: 
[ hereby authorize 
ACTHORIZATIO:'i FOR DISCLOSVRE OF HEALTH 1~FOR\IA TIO\? 
·------------------ to disc!osi..: hc ;.1hh jr:fonn~irion JS sp~clti-..::d : 
To: _____ _______________ __________ ________________ _ 
Sircer .~ddrcss 
Purpose or need for data: _______________________________ _ 
Information to be disclosed'. Datc(s) of Hospitaliwrion:Care: ____________ _ 
Discharg~ Surruuary 






Entire Ri: ·~ord 
r understand that the disclosure may include information relating to i ,:hccx if ;:ippiic;:ibk J· :J .-\IDS or HIV 
:.J Psychiatric or \ientJ.i Health Infom12uon 
I unders land that the information to b~ released n1Jy inciude n1ateri3J thJt is prutt:>ct~d F~d~rQi L.1\\. i-+5 CFR PJrt : r.~-+ l :.:ind that rhe intOm1arion may be subject to redisciosur-: by the recipienr and no lonftr be pror('. Ct~d by th t-: federal regulations. 1 undersr3nd rhat this authoriz::uion niny b~ revoked !n \vrjr}ng :1t i::;y iin1a.. .. by nt' tl~-: !ng. ~h t? pri~. at.'Y offiLcL cx.;.:cpr thar r~ voking the authonzation '..von·t J.ppiy to ir:f..:..1rn:att0n Jlre:1.Jy r,.;li.:J~~u !n r..::spon::.: h.: 1h i~ :iuthoriz:.11it)n. i undersrnmi thut the provider witi not condition treatrncnL payment. s:nrollmenr, or eligibilit: for bcncf;:.s ,ln rn:,- ,igning this authorization, l./nless 01/zenvi!ie revoked, this amhori;ation will expire upon resolution o(worker 's co111pe11.m1irm clain1. Pn1\·ider. its ~n1ployec:s. officers. copy ser,·ic~ contr~(hlL 2-nd physiciGns ~re hereby rclcJs~d fron1 ~1ny l~gai responsibility or fiabd iry fur disclosure of tbe aboYc informat ion to rhe .2'xrr.:nr indicat~d Lind authorized by !nr: ,Jn this riJGl1 :uHi as outlined in the ~otit.::e of Priv~cy. \·'1y sign;.Hure belo·i.v authorizes ri:kJse of JU infon11at ion sp~t.:ifi~d in thl ~ outhorizurion. Any_ questions that I haw regarding disclosure may be direoeJ to the pri\·acy offi cer of th,' Pr0, i(.kr specified above. · ,, 
A 
,,..., . / \' I .l - /] ~- I/ ----==--",---q,..."+-,,.4'""""--~··L_.."°"·c.-..:_.._'0; .... (:j ./'-_·-+; ___________________ ~ _ - c-_1 __ __ _ 
I D111e 
-------------------- -----------··-----Si;rnature of Legal Representatiw: & Rdationship ro Paticni/ ·/11thud(r ra . .Jct 
····-· .-.-- -· --··--- ---·- --- - ---~ ·-·- -· -- -- ··-·- ---- .. --- · ·---- -Signature of II 'i1111:ss Tirll' Dure 
l l 
APPENDIX Ill 
Send Original To: Industrial Commission, Judicial Division, 317 Main Street, Boise, Idaho 83720-6000 IC1003 (Rev. 11/91) 
ANSWER TO_AMENDJ:D COMPLAINT 
-·- .. ,•- -·-~ 
I.C. NO. 06-526107 
CLAIMANT'S NAME AND ADDRESS CLAIMANT'S ATTORNEY'S NAME AND ADDRESS 
Kelli Sevy Starr Kelso 
c/o Starr Kelso P.O.Box1312 
P. 0. Box 1312 Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816 
Coeur d'Alene, JD 83816 
EMPLOYER'S NAME AND ADDRESS WORKERS' COMPENSATION INSURANCE CARRIER'S (NOT ADJUSTOR'S) NAME AND 
SVL Analytical, Inc. ADDRESS 
P. 0. Box 929 Idaho State Insurance Fund 
Kellogg, ID 83837 1 21 5 W. State Street 
Boise ID 83720-0044 
ATTORNEY REPRESENTING EMPLOYER OR EMPLOYER/SURETY (NAME AND ADDRESS) ATTORNEY REPRESENTING INDUSTRIAL SPECIAL INDEMNITY FUND (NAME AND 
ADDRESS) 
H. James Magnuson, Attorney 
PO Box 2288 
Coeur d'Alene ID 83816-2288 
181 The above-named employer or employer/surety responds to Claimant's Complaint by stating: 
D The Industrial Special Ind 











emnity Fund responds to the Complaint against the ISIF by stating: 
1. That the accident or occupational exposure alleged in the Complaint actually occurred on or about the 
time claimed. 
2. That the employer/employee relationship existed. 
3. That the parties were subject to the provisions of the Idaho Workers' Compensation Act. 
4. That the condition for which benefits are claimed was caused partly entirely D by an accident 
arising out of and in the course of Claimant's employment. 
5. That, if an occupational disease is alleged, manifestation of such disease is or was due to the nature of 
the employment in which the hazards of such disease actually exist, are characteristic of and peculiar to 
the trade, occupation, process, or employment. 
6. That notice of the accident causing the injury, or notice of the occupational disease, was given to the 
employer as soon as practical but not later than 60 days after such accident or 60 days of the 
manifestation of such occupational disease. 
7. That, if an occupational disease is alleged, notice of such was given to the employer within five 
months after the employment had ceased in which it is claimed the disease was contracted. 
8. That the rate of wages claimed is correct. If denied, state the average weekly wage pursuant to 
Idaho Code, Section 72-419: 
9. That the alleged employer was insured or permissibly self-insured under the Idaho Workers' 
Compensation Act. 
10. What benefits, if any, do you concede are due Claimant? 
None. 
(COMPLETE OTHER SIDE) Answer--Page 1 of 2 
(Continued from front) 
11. State with specificity what matters are in dispute and your reason for denying liability, together with any affirmative defenses. 
1 . Defendants deny each and every allegation of Claimant's Complaint not admitted herein. 
2. Defendants allege Claimant's condition is attributable in whole or in part to a preexisting injury, infirmity, or condition. 
3. Defendants deny that Claimant's condition is a result of an accident arising out of and in the course of her 
employment and, therefore, deny that she is entitled to any benefits. 
4. Defendants further allege that Claimant's current condition is the result of subsequent activity and, therefore, not 
related to the alleged injury. 
5. Defendants reserve the right to amend this Answer andior raise additional defenses based on information discovered 
subsequent hereto. 
Under the Commission rules, you have twenty-one (21) days from the date of service of the Complaint to answer the Complaint. A 
copy of your Answer must be mailed to the Commission and a copy must be served on all parties or their attorneys by regular U.S. 
mail or by personal service of process. Unless you deny liability, you should pay immediately the compensation required by law, and 
not cause the claimant, as well as yourself, the expense of a hearing. All compensation which is concededly due and accrued should 
be paid. Payments due should not be withheld because a Complaint has been filed. Rule 111(0), Judicial Rules of Practice and 
Procedure under the Idaho Workers' Compensation Law, applies. Complaints against the Industrial Special Indemnity Fund must be 
filed on Form J.C. 1002. 
I AM INTERESTED IN MEDIATING THIS CLAIM, IF THE OTHER PARTIES AGREE. YES 181No 
DO YOU BELIEVE THIS CLAIM PRESENTS A NEW QUESTION OF LAW OR A COMPLICATED SET OF FACTS? If SO, PLEASE STATE. 
No. 
Amount of Compensation Paid to Date Dated Signature of Defendant or Attorney 
PPD TTD Medical 
$3,107.50 $6,061.05 $46,748.91 
April 2008 
PLEASE COMPLETE CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the day of April, 2008, I caused to be served a true and correct copy of the foregoing Answer upon: 
CLAIMANT'S NAME AND ADDRESS 
Kelly Sevy 
c/o Starr Kelso 
P. 0. Box 1312 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816 
via: D personal service of process 
18lregular U.S. Mail 
EMPLOYER AND SURETY'S NAME AND 
ADDRESS 
INDUSTRIAL SPECIAL INDEMNITY FUND (if 
applicable) 
via: D personal service of process 
regular U.S. Mail 
Answer--Page 2 of 2 
APPENDIX Ill 
Send Original To: Industrial Commission, Judicial Division, 317 Main Street, Boise, Idaho 83720-6000 IC1003 (Rev. 11/91) 
CLAIMANTS NAME AND ADDRESS 
Kelli Sevy 
c/o Starr Kelso 
P.0.Box1312 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816 
EMPLOYER'S NAME AND ADDRESS 
SVL Analytical, Inc. 
P. 0. Box 929 
Kellogg, ID 83837 
ANSWER TO SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT 
LC. NO. 06-526107 
CLAIMANrs ATTORNEY'S NAME AND ADDRESS 
Starr Kelso 
P. 0. Box 1312 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816 
WORKERS' COMPENSATION INSURANCE CARRIER'S (NOT ADJUSTOR'S) NAME AND 
ADDRESS 
Idaho State Insurance Fund 
1 21 5 W. State Street 
Boise ID 83720-0044 
ATTORNEY REPRESENTING EMPLOYER OR EMPLOYER/SURETY (NAME AND ADDRESS) A HORNEY REPRESENTING INDUSTRIAL SPECIAL INDEMNITY FJJND (NAME AND 
ADDRESS) 
H. James Magnuson, Attorney 
PO Box 2288 
Coeur d'Alene ID 83816-2288 
' 
181 The above-named employer or employer/surety responds to Claimant's Complaint by stating: 
The Industrial Special Indemnity Fund responds to the Complaint against the ISIF by stating: 











1. That the accident or occupational exposure alleged in the Complaint actually occurred on or about the 
time claimed. 
2. That the employer/employee relationship existed. 
3. That the parties were subject to the provisions of the Idaho Workers' Compensation Act. 
4. That the condition for which benefits are claimed was caused partly D entirely D by an accident 
arising out of and in the course of Claimant's employment. 
5. That, if an occupational disease is alleged, manifestation of such disease is or was due to the nature of 
the employment in which the hazards of such disease actually exist, are characteristic of and peculiar to 
the trade, occupation, process, or employment. 
6. That notice of the accident causing the injury, or notice of the occupational disease, was given to the 
employer as soon as practical but not later than 60 days after such accident or 60 days of the 
manifestation of such occupational disease. 
7. That, if an occupational disease is alleged, notice of such was given to the employer within five 
months after the employment had ceased in which it is claimed the disease was contracted. 
8. That the rate of wages claimed is correct. If denied, state the average weekly wage pursuant to 
Idaho Code, Section 72-419: 
9. That the alleged employer was insured or permissibly self-insured under the Idaho Workers' 
Compensation Act. 
10. What benefits, if any, do you concede are due Claimant? 
(COMPLETE OTHER SIDE) Answer--Page 1 of 2 
(Continued from front) 
11. State with specificity what matters are in dispute and your reason for denying liability, together with any affirmative defenses. 
1. Defendants deny each and every allegation of Claimant's Complaint not admitted herein. 
2. Defendants allege Claimant's condition is attributable in whole or in part to a preexisting injury, infirmity, or condition. 
3. Defendants deny that Claimant's condition is a result of an accident arising out of and in the course of her 
employment and, therefore, deny that she is entitled to any benefits. 
4. Defendants further allege that Claimant's current condition is the result of subsequent activity and, therefore, not 
related to the alleged injury. 
5. Defendants reserve the right to amend this Answer and/or raise additional defenses based on information discovered 
subsequent hereto. 
Under the Commission rules, you have twenty-one (21) days from the date of service of the Complaint to answer the Complaint. A 
copy of your Answer must be mailed to the Commission and a copy must be served on all parties or their attorneys by regular U.S. 
mail or by personal service of process. Unless you deny liability, you should pay immediately the compensation required by law, and 
not cause the claimant, as well as yourself, the expense of a hearing. All compensation which is concededly due and accrued should 
be paid. Payments due should not be withheld because a Complaint has been filed. Rule lll(D), Judicial Rules of Practice and 
Procedure under the Idaho Workers' Compensation Law, applies. Complaints against the Industrial Special Indemnity Fund must be 
filed on Form I.C. 1002. 
I AM INTERESTED IN MEDIATING THIS CLAIM, IF THE OTHER PARTIES AGREE. YES l8fNo 
DO YOU BELIEVE THIS CLAIM PRESENTS A NEW QUESTION OF LAW OR A COMPLICATED SET OF FACTS? If SO, PLEASE STATE. 
No. 
Amount of Compensation Paid to Date Dated Signature of Defendant or Attorney 
PPD TTD Medical 
April __dj_, 2008 $3,107.50 $6,061.05 $46,748.91 
PLEASE COMPLETE CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the d_l day of April, 2008, I caused to be served a true and correct copy of the foregoing Answer upon: 
CLAIMANT'S NAME AND ADDRESS 
Kelly Sevy 
c/o Starr Kelso 
P. 0. Box 1312 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816 
via: personal service of process 
1:8:lregular U.S. Mail 
EMPLOYER AND SURETY'S NAME AND 
ADDRESS 
via: D personal service of proc 
D regular U.S. M ii 
INDUSTRIAL SPECIAL INDEMNITY FUND (if 
applicable) 
via: D personal service of process 
regular U.S. Mail 
Answer--Page 2 of 2 
O;;l/14/2G11 15 50 FAX KELSO LAW OFFICE 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO FILE 
A WORKERS' COMPENSATION COMPLAINT 
AGAINST THE INDUSTRIAL SPECIAL INDEMNITY FUND 
~ 003/022 
··•·,··--=•·''"''•••--....... , .. , ........... _.,,,,,, .... ,. __ , .. ,,.,., .... _,.,
,,,,, .. ., .. __ ,,,,,,,, ,,, .. ,., .. , .... _,,,,,,,.,.,,--u.w•,,.--...
.......... _,,,, . ., .•. ,.,, . ., .... , .. , .... , .• , .. _._.,, ...... _,,, ...... , ... ___J 
What foctors render. tile C. lai'.;1ant totally and permanently disab
led? Submit docurnenta_ti,of). . 
1
1 f\J <i::,; <·?d.1.,Lt: .. (><.:r I Fi\ 1 t: l"'t~ ~ t : i t v_i~j I Lc:<::;;L l( ~:~!:x:-r~ flJf'\t:' .,i.:;i:.;,L.. . . '\' 'c 1 ;;;·,,. Pl 1<{-'"'< c I·\
 I 
~?c.rv1d.,-l:nrtL·::. ... tki'..°:> 1t~_\l-qJ.,( c::. ·1--cl:: /~:,,:1Jc,rl ft<!crv/ 
t\(t,.c::.1-(' 
(i)A0:s1c.:.nr -r·k1:?rz""f~·( .. 
What impafrment r,!ltings has tl1e Claimant received and frc,m wh
om? Submit docu1,,iN1tation'. · 
-:~~x:~:1::: att:·i~~ .. c ... h-:.~..J., r\::'.:f)of2 . .;t tt< -l:) k:_ ::::>ft.-:'L,)r:..::r-\S 
~,~/ 
72-33../. F'IUN(J NOT/CH (W CL:1/A:f !Ji/TH T//8 INDU.\'JR!AI,
 SPECIAi, INDftvfN!TY FUND -- RECONUS' TU BE 
INC'UJDED WITH N(rf'/CE OF CLA/1\,f '' ... claim shall indudc. 
{mt not b,;; limited to, a d<·fw'/,,d statN11eni describing the 
disabili~!' ct(,lim c:md supporting documentation ir1dudir1g rc!cvant
 nwdicaf and v11,:·ational rc:-hah!/ilation t'<:>conJ.s . ., 
ISIF rovisod form 1/,".;,r:;12008 
02/14/2011 MON 18·47 [TX/RX NO 7641] 
0~/14/2011 15:50 FAX 2088848 KELSO LAW OFFICE 
CERTI.FlCATE OF SERVICE: 
! hereby certil'y that a trnc and correct copy of the foregoing documcnt(s) Vii;tS served on 
th1s l41h day of February 2011 ln 1hc .following 1nanner to: 
H. JAM.ES MAGNUSON 
[ l Mailed: 
I I Hand-Dciivt::red; 
[X] Faxed 666~ 1700 
Stnte ln:;;urance Fund 
215 W Stat~~ Street 
Bois<:: l.D 720-0044 
[ XJ i\i!ailed: 
[ ! !·bnd~Ddivcrcd; 
f ] Ftt\'.i:.,~d 
SVL Analytical 
P.O. Bc-:~ 9:?.9 
Kellogg 83837 
[ X} Mailed; 
I. J Hond-Dc!ivered: 
[ ] F(ixed 
lndustri,ll Special Indemnity Fund 
Dep:1rtrnent or Administration 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise ID 720-7901 
f. X] Mailed: 
f l Hancl~Dclivcred: 
[ .l Fax(~d 
'4J 004/022 
02/14/2011 MON 18·47 [TX/RX NO 7841] 
02/14/2011 15 51 FAX 2088848261 KELSO LAW OFFICE 
?1,liclnt iniorrn::won: 
~,1uihcnz1.:1 the us1:: :,x r;~f(~::·::5e/df~1c/osun:: .:;f protectc-d healtr1 u1tcrrri1:iUon r13q3r{iing tho 1::bove n1:trned 1ndiv11Jur:l1 ds 
~Jr:;~cnbed hHrein. J unc":':r';Lan1j th,Jt ~hi:.:i :Juthon;:;:ltfon is '/01u;1r:.1r:1 anrj :n~1cif: at iny (Jirf;c11on. i un<;er~;tru11·1 ~h;;1t, if th!:'.! pf:rson(s) 
::;;r Gr9ar.1:zition(:3} that J .~·Hnnori:::r: !o tr.3cnivc !hr~ ,1r,-,w,,,,,,," :'1e:1Hh :nform:::Hion an3 not ~;ui'Jff.'.;Cf in fod~~ral :·~:r~d ~Hr.He h1:1alth 
mformanon ;;nvacy 1~.1:itH}::,. i::uf;sequent di~;(;k:surr,~ by ~)uGn 
The fotlowiniJ :::::~::;:·; c;f 
'.:ipec:fiod {:dow): 
_ ... ,, .. ,.,.~,,·,w., ... J~osoitals 
i Jucr.on:e ,he c111d/or 
.. _____ Ctt'1er . ., .. , .. ______ ,..,,..,,,,,..,.,,., .. 
J. i imder:Ht1nd rh;.;1; tf11.:J purpcs1~ for th<.:: u5c,; Qr dl~;c:o~~un,1 <i :11e pro(ec~ed h(·~al1!1 information l!i i'c (·vz.:1/u~3te. ;:1sse.ss. 
VtliicJate. prc:c:~~st, er 13drnin:~~ (c:c rny 'Norfq:if':i r.:orr1pt:H1s:Jtio11 ct;:Hm. 
J.. :3pec:tic intcrmm:cn to be rele,.1c;ecli:1i~<:1osed is as :rnoc:liecJ; 
:). SP::i.::FJC t.U7HC:f:;;_/Z/\ Tf0N: ! undcr~t~inci 1h31 :ny health 1ni'cr:nntim1 ,o tie r,'lieose1j er ,:Jiscio:;1;:,'.1 NIAY INCLUOG 
inrormation ,hcit is rl:iiot0CJ ,G :;cxuo!lv 1nm~mitl<',d ,Jise:,so. :1qu1rnd :rrm1unudetlcioncy ,;yndmrrH: 1:i\HJ:3) :;, 1·,uman 
,rnmunocJ1)tic:1;;nr.:y •11rus 1!·"!\/, beh:::vioral ,Jr rn,·in1:,ii !H:Hltll services. anctlor ,ni<Hfil1~rH for :ilcchol c:ml1/or :in:q :1tim;l'J. My 
0;1qn.-m:rn ,lt !/1,') oottom ,:;t :Jw:, r.:;;igt, ,,1u:t1cme,•: ,e1eas,:1 of :111 •,uGti 1nforrM(i(l/l, ;,)XC8Dt:. __ ......... ,.,. .. .. 
·----------·-·-•-w·••""'''"'"""''"--------
fr I underSii-lrld 1hi'1! ' nciy rovok<s !hi,; ,JUthorizotion c1t zmy Umo oy ~;IJ/1(.ling a letter to th13 p(:r-;on ,)1' ,,rq,Jnizmion rr;,lea51nf] 
ur '.-:iisctosing 'he protectfJG !H;;:1W1 inionrnition ,::ixcept to the extent ih,.1t inlorinP.tion has ,1/maciy tir:1t::1 i'<',i'.',Js,2d or ,jiscioscci 
m1rsuant to lh1s ,,1uthom:aiio11 l undersiand that I may 1n1;pec:tion or cr:ir,y :~ny :niorrnatim, disc:osed undor ,hie outhonzotJon I 
understand that the orovldt:'J 'TlclY :1cJi r,;011<:1ition trc-,atment, payment, ,,mmilm(eflt or ,~!igibility tor benefits up1.111 'he ~xeculion oi thi~ 
c;uthon;::,Jtion. ~ 
"' oi1mocgpy of JUthoriz;ntcn ;;hr.,il be •1.:;Jid ,.md '.,l1c11! bl', dcteuteu wiih !Ile same oitect Js th,1 oriqin8i. 
.,,.___r'"''"'/' , ; .. -/ ,. .... "j}J ... 
,,.,/J_.!...Ld':; .. ,~ .. , .. ~ .. h-~---C.~-<..~:.Li::. / - -~:, .. =,il--
.':;i'.4nnturr0 of p:::t1enr or 1Jmt-,i;e1,~b-(iv12 )ate.1 
·---·-·"""""···=·-----·"""""--"""'""' ___ _ 
[gJ 005/022 
02 14/2011 MOti 18 47 [TX/RX NO 7841] 
02/14/2011 15:51 FAX 2088848281 
l JOO East Mulhrn 
Sllitc 600 
Pos1 Falls, ID 8385<! 
800-6 l 3- l 580 
KELSO LAW OFFICE 
J. CRAIG STEVENS, MD 
PHYSfCAL MEOIC!Nl:: AND REliABll.lTA'(·roN 
O(X:UPAT/()N1\l HeALTH 
Etf.CTROMYOGRAPHY. ELECTRODli\ONOSIS 
&nner Ge-nc-n:il Hospital : !>MR 
520 N. Yrd Ave 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
FAX 208-166-0440 







Dear Ms. Bowles, 
KHLLI L. SEY Y 
SVL ANAi .YTICAL INC. 
200620516 
OCTOBER 31, 2006 
LORJ L. BOWLES, CLAJMS EX:'\MINER 
STA.TE fNSURANCF FUND 
OCTOBER 3, 2007 
C(>f,e$p0nd.:mce: 
PO Box 35J 
Clark rol'k, ID 8:3811 
'.f.08-266-1677 
~ 008/022 
Thank you for referring Kern Sevy to me for independent medical evaluation. I have 
n;:viewed the medi<;nl rec~mis provided, that extend from her date of injury of (ktober 3 I. 2006, to 
the present. YoLl !wve also provided mt with extensive previous medical record~. which reveal not 
only her prcviou;; neck surgery bm: also a prior neck injury subsequent to that snrge.y; in .~d<lition 
l.o coexisting lumbar factors and knee symptoms. Ms. Sevy presented me with multiple x-ray and 
MRI images in CD format which [ reviewed and correlated with tl,c various radiologic reports. 
She has signed th~) appropriate authori:r..ation that allows for this evaluation and ihe forvvarding of 
this report to State Insur'.mce Fund. She undersumds that the purpose of this evaluation is for me to 
respond to rhe specific questions posed in tJie letter requesting this IME; and that l am not seeing 
her in the cnntcxl of a treating physiciun. 
This 44~year-old female was approximately 3 years into her employment with SVI .. 
Analytical Comp,:iny; a company that analyzes .soil and various biolo&ric samples, when she 
indicorcs she was .injured when she tripped ()Ver a dog and tell forward onto her outstretched anns. 
She states that he dng was still underneath her at that point and she was afraid of crushing the dog 
so she then rolled w the side and landed hard on the concrete (loor, stating that :'ih~i then struck the 
back of her head on the floor. She indicates following that she noted increase in ricck pa.in. Titi.'.'-
injurcd occurred 4 months aflcr a prio.r cervical diskectomy m1d anterior fusion at C5"C6. That 
surg(:ry was performed for cervical disk dcgenern.lion and cervical radiculopatby (not an injury-
caused condition). Ms. Sevy indicates that her increase in neck pain persisted. 
Review of the medical records provided, reveals that she cventuaJiy presented for m~.dical 
evaluation t() Dr. foffrey Larson on November I 5, 2006. Dr. Larson was the physician who had 
performed her prior surgery. Dr. Larson obtained flexion"extension x-rays of the c<'.l"Vical spine ,md 
rcpolied that they revealed a Jucency at the inferior aspect of the graft inflexion as compared with 
extension, and he intcrpret,)d that a.<; consistt-'nt with a failure of her fu~ion (equah; pscudonrthrosi::; 
or fracture of the fusion). 
02/14/2011 MON 1s·47 [TX/RX NO 7841] 
02/14/2011 15 51 FAX 2088848281 
KELLI L. SEVY 
IM:E: OCTOBER 2007 
PAGI!: 2 
KELSO LAW OFFICE @007 /022 
Dr. Larson rhcn ordered forther imaging. Ms_ Sevy tmde.rwent MR I of the cervical s;pine on December 5, 1006, that study revealed status post anterior fusion from C5,C6 wilh no evidence of spinal st,:nosis or foraminaJ encroachment Other levels were reported to be cssembl!y unchanged. A CT of the cervical spine was also obtained on rhe same date and reported t<i reveal int:tct fusion with impmvcment in bony spi.1lal stenosi:.;, Subsequ1;:ntly that CT ,vas re-read. presumably at !lie request of Dr. Lmson, and fill addendum was generated indicating ''l:.l wel! demarcated luce:ncy betw,:en the bone graft and the C6 ve11cbrnl body, consistent with a pscudoanhwsis_ '' 
The claiinrmt was subsequently seen by Dr. Larwn on O<:·cember 12, 2006, and noted to havt;1 increasing complaint of neck pain with pain radiution into the rigJ11 arm anc! hand and it was reported that rhest~ were new symptoms that had occurred only since bet injury. HG recommended proceedi.ng with repeat surgery. 
Her second cervical surgery C:>ccurn:<l on Jannnry l 1), 2007, and according U) the opt:.rative note consisted of 11 posterior fosior1 ~\t C5-C6 with interspin<,u~ wiring a,; well i:1$ a right·sided C5-C6 laminectomy and foraminotomy. This was a posterior approach as compare<l \Vith the prior :surgery which was an anterior approach; thus the st,'.HUs ofth~ fracture of the fusion was not conlmented upon within tbe operative portion ofrhc report as tlmr anterior fusion site was not directly viewed at the time of surgery, 
A subsequent x-ray report' dated Fcbrua.ry 28, 2007, includes 11cxiorH:xten!;ion views Mthe cervical spine and !he report states that there was no abnorrn1:1l movement noted on flexion~ extension and thm the instnimentaiion was intact 
A tbllowup note of April 24, 2007, notes that the claimant was improving but was still cxperir.:.w.:ing neck pa.in and muscle spasms. Coexisting complaint of low back pam was also noted iis well as her prior history of the L2 kyphoplasty perform~d by Dr_ Keiper several years earlier. r will disci1ss that foctor later on review oftllc prior records. He noted that she exhibited "g<x)d range of morion of her cervical spine" and that upper cxm:mity strength was reported ;1s nomiuL Cervic11l spine films·- ilexion .. extension views, were repe.:ilcd on that dare and revealed -sgain her intact l,ardwtrre. h was noted that she was describing increasing low back pain and Dr. J .,1r.;on aho noted that "she would like to go on disubility for her spine." Dr. L:irson felt that :;he was not disabled in regard fo her neck but appeared lo leave open the possibility in regard to her lumbar region_ He felt that :,he would be able to lift 70 lbs and tlms meet the requirement:-; of returning !o work He recommended further workup in regard to her lumbar complaints. The next foJJowup by Dr. Lar$0n occum..--<l on June 5, 2007. and at that stage tfa~ claimant described increasing neck pa.in with pain radiating to tile lefl ,:um and mm1bness present int.he right ann. It wa .. ') noted that she had sustained ;:i faJJ after returning to work. She was :~cmaHy doing fine 01 work but then she fdl into a sinkhole while fis;hing and that alter thm exrx-'Tienct~d incrt:ase in her nz~k pall'l and foll ";;i pain" in her m~ck_ lt wa.sJ ootcd in the interim she had s,:cn her primary care phy~ician (Or. Bayard Miller - I am not provided with any of his notes in this timeframe) ,md that she had been phH:ed on Cymbalta and Xanax. Dr. Larson noted no upper extremity neurologic deficiL.:; and negative Spurling' s sign. He noted a slight reduction in range of motion of extension of the cervical spine_ He recommended at that stage that she undergo and MRJ of the cervical spine_ Plain x-rays of the cervical spine obtained on the date of the evaluation rc:veaied intact hardware. 
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Cerv1cai spine MRJ obtained on June 23, 2007, al KMC revealed intact m CS-C6 
a.'ld mild spondylitk changes at C4~C5 and C5-C6, essentially unchanged from the prior surgery. 
Dr. Larson saw her in followup on July JO, 2007, and appeared to indicate 1hat she was 
approaching maximal mcdic,Jl improvement. He did recommend a functi,)nal <:,,pHcjiy evatuation 
for determination of her return to work status. 
Tht': functional capacity evaluation was performed at Pinnacle Physical Therapy in Post 
[,'alls on August l, 2007. I carefully reviewl,;d the findings ()f that FCE. Li mi tat inns that were 
identified were tha1 the clalrnant had difficulties w1tb overhead work and that she would have 
difficulty p~rforrning lifting amounts greater than 45 lbs and that she should be allowed frequent 
changes of position. However further review of that report reveals that the difficulties with lifting 
related to lumbar and thoracic complaints and pain and function and not her neck. T'he only affect 
of her neck on her function was some diflicuJty with looking upward for prolonged periods. 
The c!air.rnmt wos subsequeotly .seen in followup by Dr. Larson cm August 7, 2007, I-k 
noted at that poinl "she complains mostly oflower back pain'' and that her neck hw1 her only if she 
were doing her "uswl.l labor.'' }fo noted that bct,ause she was not able to lift the 70 lbs, per the 
FCE, that she would likely not be able to return to work, He did not comment on which of her 
conditions caused that reduced abilHy. He noted that the most n,cent MRI of her Jumba.r spin~\ 
which ha.d b~1cn pedormcd on April 19, 2005, suggested a new fracture:. Hi; rt.."Cormncndcd 
obtaining an MRI of th<; lumbar spine for further dia!:,'TlOstic inforrm1tion. The c!aimam indicmcs 
that tlmt MRI is scheduled for November 6, 2007. 
No furth~!r rc,,ords arc 1.1vailabk to rm: and the claimant concurs tha.t she has undergone no 
funner reevaluations by Dr. Larson. 
REVIEW OF PREVIOUS RECORDS: 
The earlie:,1 prior record available to me is Dr. Glenn Kejper' s opcrativt:: note of September 
14, 2004: on that dMc the drumru1l underwent an L2 J.;yphoplasty. The claimant indicates that 
prior to that surgery she had had 2 previous injuries involving her low back, the first was a 
sledding accidem which occurred in 2000 and th~ 211d occurred when she fell off ~1 motorized 
scooter going 25 miles/hour. The surgery by Dr. Keiper appear$ to have been a fi:1i.rly 
straightforward b«Hoon kyphoplasty with utilization of cement 
The next report. available to me b 1m M.Rl of the lumbar spine dated April 19, 2005. which 
left open the possibility of ,1 refrn(~ture at the L2 lev~~l based on acute edema adjnccm to the site of 
the verh.~broplasty. Possible extrava<;ation of cement was noted as an 1~dditional factor. A rni Id 
Tl 2 compression fr,~ctu.re was also appreciated, unchanged from the previous imnges. 
ll~c next note is a radiologic rep()rt of a cervical spine series obtained on Murch 14, 2006, 
which notes in the~ dinic.nl portion "pain in both arms, remote trnuma, (lumbar) spine surgery_,. 
TI1c x-rny was ordered hy Dr. Bayard Miller~ I am not provided with the office mnes of Dr. Miller 
in this timt'.frctme. Tbat x-my revealed mild co moderate degenerative disk disease at C5-C6. 
A subsequt::nt MRJ of the cervical spine ordered by Dr. Miller- was performed on March 24, 
2006, and again revealed deg<."De:rative disk dise~<Jc greutcst at C5-C61 interpreted by MRI as being 
severe. This was causing foramiual nitrrowing tmd spinal stcno:-:is. 
The claimant underwent subsequent neurosurgica! consul.mtion by Dr. Larson on May 2. 
2006. He recommended proceeding with surgery, 
~ 008/022 
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Surgery occurred on May l 5, 2006, and according, to the operative note c(msisti::d of an anterior cervical diskcc!omy arid fusion tH C5~C6 using prostheric bone implant ,md anterior cervical p!are. 
A postopcrHtivc not:: of May 29, 2006, nQtcs that the claimant had fallen 3 days earlier (May 26. 2006) and hiid increase in pain in her left ann following that fall. That frdl occurred at home. the claimant indicates she tripped on some steps entering her home. H was aJ.w noted ihat she was describing some cbesr pain with the arm pain which raised the possibility of cardiac pain. Nevertheless tJ1e EKG's were obtained and it wa.s felt that the pain was non~cardiac. A nucl1,;);,1r treMhnill test wns also recommended by Dr. Deb Elliott-Pearson on that date, A followup evaluation for· chest pa.in and left arm 1x1irl was noted at Shoshone Medical Ccnt1;;r on May 30, }()() l. that h,mdwrittcn note is very diflicult t() read, 
The dairmmt saw Dr, Lar.;on (Hl June 2, 2006, and tic rccomruended thnt she take a Mcdrol Dosepak in regard 10 her increase in n~c:k symptom~. Fkxion-exte.nsicm views of the cervical spine obtnined on June 2, 2006, revealed intact hardware. 
The cli:.imant was next seen by Dr. Larson's assistant on July 6, 2006, a11d r<:portcd to be doing well and continuing physical tht~rapy. X-rays were agnin repeated and reve~Jed intact hardware. Catherine Rojo indkatcd that the claimant had improved in her symptoms after taking !he M<:>J.irol Dosep11k, 
The nex:t report is an X·r'ay of the right knee obt.i.ined at Shoshone Medical Center which revcalud arthritic change of the medial compartment She then underwent an MR[ without contrast oft.he right knee (m August 28, 2006, which was read~ nom1aL 
No fi,rther notes are available to me up tmtil her dare of injury t.ha1 this IMF. ,1ddresscs. 
CURRENT ST ATlJS: 
Ms. Sevy indi~ttes she has no baseline of neck pain at the momtnt of this evalw'.ltion. She states that neck pain. wi1l occur with looking upward or performing lifting; pain w:iH typicaHy be /etl,sidcd and extend upward toward the ear and then will also extend into the right g1·cat~r than left arm. She at tjmcs notes numbness and ting.ling in the arms. 
She states she doc!-i have a baseline of low back pain at the moment of this cvalulltion which she would rate ,.J.s lcvel 4 on a scale of I to I 0, Tnis ~xtends into both lower extremities. right greater lhan left. 
At the pre::;cn! time her current medications consist ofhydroco<lone 10/325: ;;,vernging 2 pt~r d}iy. She states that she is taking this for both neck pain and back pain. She occa~ionaT!y takes OTC Tylenol. She i:; taking no other medications. 
At the present time she is not working. She states that the reason she is not \.Vorking is because her employe; will not accommodate the current lift restrictions and also bccmi.sc sh(~ fot1l.s she is in to<) much prdn to work. When ac;ked to state what her current defined restrictions are. she stales that she does noi know them but believes it is a 20 to 40-lb lift restrictfon. 
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Exo:mination of the cervical spine reveals range of motion measurements as follows: tlexion 48" active, 50° passive; extension 55'' active, 5gc, passive; right la1eral tkxion 38'' acliw. 40° passive: left !nt(~:rul flcxion 4 l O active, 49° passive; ccrvica] rotation to 80° ldt and right aclivc 
i4J O 10/022 
She exhibits brisk and symmetrical hiccps and tri(:eps and brachioradialis reflexes. Senso,_y examination revealed no d,~rmatomal sensory loss in the upper extrernitks and no median or ulnar hypesthesia. She exhibits; symmetrical strength of finger extension, grip, elb~,w lfoxion and extension, shoulder abduction and ex1cmal rolation. She exhibits full shoulder n1nge of motion including flex ion and abduction to l 7S 0 and external rotation 10 90''. She describi,;s mild 1cndcmt'.$S to palpation over the posterior cervical spine. Her scars are well healed. No palpable spasm. No crcpitus on rang1ng. Normal cervical lordotic curve and cervical posture. Lower extremity evaluation reveals brisk and symmetrical knee and M.kle reflexes. Sensory exr4mination reveals left LS and S l hy-pcsthesia relative to the right. Settled SLR produces complaints of low back pain on the left to a greater extent than the right, at 90°. She exhibits symmetric.ii strength of toe extension, ankle dorsiflexion and knee flexior1 and extt:nsion. In a sUmdlng 1x1sition she allowed forward lumbar flexion to 94° as recorded at T12 simultaneous witJ1 37" at the sacrum. She allowed ~xtension lo 22" R1 T 12 simultaneous with 16" at the sacnnn. She a.llowed lumbar lateral flexion to 24° !O the right and 23° to th~, left. Waddcll's le.sting was negative with no statements ofincreased low back pain with thornclc rotation left or right. 
IMPRESSION AND DISCUSSlON: 
This claimant su-stained a failure of her cervical fusion on the date of injury of O,;;tober .3 J. 2006. 1 state this on r,i more probable tlmn not ba.:;;i,:, bast~d primarily upon Dr. Larson·:,. interpr,it~ition (and the hospital rudiologisC.s subscqqent n:-cdit of the CT report) of tbe cervical spine images. We h{IVe demonstrated intact hardware on a prior flexion-cxtension x--ray of the cervical spine obtained subsequent to her first surgery tl.Ild also subsequent to the first injury but prior to this injury. fn that ink:rvcning timcframe she apparently sustained a faihirc of the cervical fusion. 
For this sht: has undergone a 2°0 fusion and al this time, in regard to her cervical spine, ts at a status of ma::dm(1l medical improvement and medical stability. Dr. Larson appears to have indicated this also in his notes. No further treatment is indicated pertinent to her cervical spine. It is certainly possible that she may in the fotun.: experience further features of cervical disk degeneration at th},1 l<wel or other levels but further tri" .. auncnt in the foture would b~~ for a degenerative condition and not for the affects of her !}-pedftc injury. 
She has a C<X':xisting lumbar condjtion including an L2 compression fraGtlll:<= with possible degree of refmct:ure, in addition to significant lumbar degenerative disk disease suspected based on her current symptom pattern ru1d rs.dicuJar pain pattern as well as neurologlc examin~ition. Her lumbar condition was not caused by the iqJury that this IME addresses and was not directly affected by that. inju.ry. 
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I next direct my ancntion to the specific question:s posed iu the Jetter requesting !M.E: 
l. PHYSICAL RESTRlCTJONS: The incident of October 31, 2006, mid subsequent surgery of January I 9, 2007, will not result in permanent work rcstrictio(~"i. While her rnost recent FCE did r"~si1l 1. in the identification of a 45 lb. lift '%nimtion'': those restrktions based on thn.t would reline in their entirc;:ty to her lurnbar and thorack conditkm and not to her-cervical condition, No re:strictjons are indicated p~:rtinent to her c:t~rvic;:1! condition. 
2_ MEDICAL STABfUTY: Dr. I,arson h~s. indeed determined thut Ms. Sevy has reached rni;dical stability in regard to her cervic,,tl condition and subsequent surgery; I agn:c. 
IMPAIRMENT RATING: I refer to the current 5th Addition AMA Guides to l.he Evaluation of Pennancnt Impairment. I refer firsr. to figure 15-4 on page 380 and 
determine that the ROM method of rating is appropriate based upon the fact that she has had more than one cervical sun~t;!ry and more then one cervical ri::lated injury; and also ba,;ed upon the fact that her lm;ging reveals more th.m one level of cervicui dcgcn<~rntive disk disea..;;e. This method of rating requires the cnkulation of 3 sepamtt~ rmpairm<:mt rating component:::: a diagnnsis-bascd component, ..i loss of cervical mngc of motion-based 
componenr a.nd a neurologic dcficit~based. component. 
I refer next to tabk 15-7 on page 404 and detcnnitH.~ that her current cond.ition corresponds most closely to category IV-D which yields a 10% whole person impairment; modified upward by (:atcgory IV,E~l for her 2"d cervical fusion to yield a tota! di,1gnosis-ba_i:;ed 
impairment of .l 2% of the whole person. The levels of disk degeneration a( the other levels are not sutfo::ient 10 indicate inclusion as an increa_<;e in her current impairment rating; or at rhe least if they arc included in both her pre-injury and post-injury ratings, r10 net change in h~r impaimvmt will result as for as apportionrrn.,"nt. For the purposes of appmtiomncnf J detcm1ine r:hat her cond.ition prior to the surgery would correspond to cal.egory !V-D alone, yielding u l O'ri) whole person impairment 
f next detcrrnine her "~ervical rruigc of motion-b~scd irnpainnent: .l refor first to table l .5~12 on page 418 and dctcnnine that her cervical flexion range yields a 0% irnpni.rmcnt and her cervical extension range yields a 0% impairment_ T n)fer next lo table J 5~ l 3 on pf1ge 420 and determine that her right lateral tlcxfon range yields a 0% impaim1cnt Md heir kft lateral tlexion r"dnge fi,loo yields a {fYo impairment. H.eforring next to table 15·· l 4 on pilgc 421 I determine rhat her cc:rvkal rotation range yields a 0% impairment. While ber cervical ranges of motions are perhaps very slightly reduced, they are no( sufficiently reduced to result in an impairment greater than 0% of the whole pen.on (rounded or interpolated). 
I note that vn careful nourologic examination she exhibited no motor or sen~wy dcfici1 sufficient to yield a ratahk ncurologic deficit impairment. 
14)011/022 
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Ms. Sevy''~; Cilm~nt cervxcal-related impainncnt is th1,1s determined by the combint11ion of rhc component impairments of 12%, 0% and 0°/o to be 12% of the whole person, Her impainnent ruting prior to tliis injury h:~d already been determined above to be l Ql% of the whole person; thus the increment in her impairment us a result of the injury ind subsequent 2nd surgery upon her cervical ::,pine is detcnnined to be 2% of the whole person, T!rnt 2% whole person impaim1ent is her ap~rtioncd impairment to the date of injtwy of October 3 I. 2006, 
! receiw!,l from the Idaho Industril'd Commission i.hc pertinent job site c:v,dtrnti<)n. nod also a request for current work restrictions. Those forms urc now complcr.td and ! haw Httached a copy 10 !his narrative. Pkase fed free to contact me if you have any further questions or require funh<:r claborntfon, 
JCSilb 
Sincerely, 
G, aig Stevens, MD, F AAPMR, CIME (.g !ic<I Amertt!f<n oo\rd of Phy<;«:11/ Ms:</ICltlC an,I Rehab,lzr~[J(>rl C~t1r!icd Ami,rtr.lm 8011rd ,,fFlc-:tr<.xllllf',llOr,uc M~ll•cmc (\·m!ied Amem:.'<ll fkllml of lll(lq,cn<k.111 Mc,;!1,:nl /.'~:1mrtH,N 
--------------------------·-------·-----------------111 
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WorkWell Functional Capac 
Summary Report 
N:,1me: Kelli S,,vy 
fo;:-,t Datf:1: 08/01/2007 
Dale of Bi1ih: 04/13/198,, 
Gt,rnde1. f: 
Addres,,;,, ·t 03 l::lk Creek 
Ci1y Kell(i9g 
St1:1t,;:;: ld,)ho 
Zip Code: t,383 7 
Phom;. 208-780- 7500 
Pl1ysioion: Pr, Bernard Milk,,r 
Eniployer: SVL J\naly!ic;oil Inc 
Primary Oia~1nosis: Cervii:;,;I Strain 
Roason for Te*iting 
(J<i:termiM ;;ibility 11:i return t0 previous; job or oll,cr iob. 
• Recomm,,rndallo11~.: 1C! .:issist with m!,!!T1 to work, 
Evaluation 
ldontil'y ability \o p,wform tmnsitionnl worK (may indudf1 nlternalive, or rrwdific:d work) 
F<ecornrnc,n(l;;itwn,,, for firgonorniG changc,E1 or ;;,ccornrnodntion 
Dc0t1;:rmine gc:nor2,i ,1bilities for vocntion,,1 pl8cem,ml 
Description of Test OorHl 
• OnG day Core WorkWell FCE, with lJC/H.:ind emphasis. 
Coop1;1ration and Effort 
Client p<1tt0ms of rnovomen1 ,,rnd physiological r~l!sporn,,J1:: w~ffe cons1c:1t~nt with m;iximal ef'fo1'i, 
• Cliont 9ave1 mr,ix1m«I c,fforton :29,9f 29 (100%) t0,st items, 
Cli,mt scorod 1,:,1tp,,fcictori!y on jl[ll (100%) of tl%i iniern11I ,,on$istency ,~lw)ck.; durinq ti)o r;CE 
Client domonstr,.l\fr!d coopora1ive be,havior and was willing lo work to maximum Hbilitl
,;:s in ,11l 1<~s1 items, 
Consistenr.:y of Performance 
14] 013/022 
Client ggve rnaxi1mil c;ffort on .:ill tor,t item~. <l!o evidenced by predictiibl,, patterns of movermm\ incl
uding increased 
accessory mLm:::lr,, recruitment, counterbalancing :,nd u1:,f1 of momentum, and physio!ogicul respon
ses such as increased 
lir:art rzit(:L 
Client derr1on,;trnted consistency of performance 1n lh(i: FCl:: in tho lo!!owing Wfiys: 
1) Limi1ec1 stmngth w1;1s noted in BIL UE's (Right). Corri,,spondingly, sl1e domor1r:;l,t;ate1d s:,ig
niticant functiom,11 
limitaiiorm (f11tis1,1cd ew;i!y ,;econdory to w1:1alm<:1ss) in the OverhGad Work Tole«"H1Gb' :,ulltost 
2) We,1knest: Wi)'> obse.rvl,d in tho Right knee, hip and 1otal LE Cormspo11dingly, li
mitntlon:,,; W1:1re ;Jeeri in 
Walkin(:1, Smirc" St;:mding v1cirk, clnd Manual Matori,11 l·!mndling rd:it0d to Righi LC !ir11ping,
 
f'\inct1t'lnn1 lirnitafions noted Dre: com;istent w1tt1 physJc:;;11 thrc: impa1rm1:u1l1, nnd diagn,):si\1 n,,k1Wc
l tP C5-C6 cervi<:,il fusion, 
and C4,,C5 [)DD 
funclional !imitations notod are E•fso consi$t(:nt with p,ist or prior inj,it'Y including mor
acic kyphopl,1sty, chrorn(; l'nid and 
LBP, .:ind Right I.E/knee injury, 
Cliorif',; perceiVf)d ,::ibilit1es, as m•JBS\Jred on the Spinal Function Sort, cir(~ cons:,isterit Wi
th clie;nt'c:, function,11 abilitie~, 
objoctiYcdy ider.tifir;d during tl)c FCE. Ms, Sevy reported that sh<o. hos physical 0bilftics H
l<1t rnafch the Light pl1ysical 
dtimand lew)L Com,,~ipondingly, the obj(;)Ctiv(, resulto: of the, FCE: indic,ile that Ms, S1~vy pocll'"ic:se
s pl,ysicml 21billtit'):1 thoit 
rn,'.ltl:h ttw l.,iplH phyr.;i,:,."11 domand !t.>w,ls, 
Clieril had cc1n11i,;!ont ltrni\,itions rolminq to mid rind LBP, 
Cli,~11t limit,1\k)ni,, 1;'1, UE vJC;,nknos~: ::ind !imilt',d tole:r.::ince to Ov0rho,1<J Work are consi1:1eml wi
U1 1J11c, r1;:f<":rred di;;1gnot,\is (CS, 
C5 Ctirvical hrnion, with DDD C4-CS). 
Pl!ln Report 
• f~P.pllt1ed discomfort 1n Hw mid ancl LB a;; pc1rt oi the reason for limit,,ti()ns with Stw
1ding, w,,,lking, 1:1nd M8nuE1i Material 
Hm1dlin9, ObjN:livs: sign\., tf,fJt inclUtiod pnlpato1·y tenderness, and modem\c prm,spincil hypc,r!on
1city coincided with th,: 
client's rNporis. of cfo,e;omforL 
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Clisint reportecl cll;;c;c,rn[ort present 1n hE'>r' c:mvicfll spine. anci ;;l1r,u/don, during Ov0rhc,tJ(l WMI< task!\ but tllfirf, wm, no 
m!t,nfen,,ncc'. in s;•1fety 
f"ziin complo1nt" rno,;tly related to Mid mid I_BF' were present con:mantly during tesl'Jng w1d wor,;;~nt,)d with prnlon9c:d 
St1ndi11g M\d Wflii,ing ,.ictivitit::$ us won ar, M,m1ial Mz.torial Hzm(i/,ng ,•1ctiv111cr,. Thc.· pain ft'J>o;i';enod oric.e th>'> sri,~clfic 
,ict1v11y was i.,toppc,cJ and an 1:1lternat.iw;: rest postwe w:;1~; :;1doptcd. 
• Ciient pertorm,1d occ@s1onal k~,·ining onto rniiin1=1,;, lurnb;:.,, fi;;,xion while hanging frorn the, cJoo, jam, etc. to help with pain 
mani'19tHi'1(:mL 
Safety 
Cltcmt dDrnonst,atec/ sc1te performance using approprilltc: body rnechanlC'.\, work 1no1hod,1 mnd pacinq slrate~pec; througt1out 
,:ill ~;ubtostc;. 
Clii;;n! wac; able lo ,:,pply 1,afety and bc1dy rnechnnicf, techniqu(H·; 1'0 now situat1om:, aftor incitnicfam. 
Qmi!ity of Movement 
• Client (i(::rnom;tr,'ited ::;afi• rand appropriate• ch,mg(f:!i.; in body mechanic.~. including use of acce:,;i,ory musclec,. 
counterbalancin9 and momi'intwn, as load/force increased. These changes arn exp,~C!(·!d r,ind r;onsistt:nt wiJh rnaximal 
\,ffort. 
Asymrn<'!try of mnvr,,mfln! wm, noted as Ms. Sevy war, seen to l!rnp (lrl thli? Rig hf. LE duting prnlonged Walking activities, 
nnd when Cnrrvin9 loads during Milnual Material H<1ndlin9 subtest:~. Exce;.;$ive counterbE•l,'tt1cin9 ,incl hyp0rlordosis w,1'-' 
notf;;d ln tt1e (h<)r·,.ico-lumbar jundinn amc:, during Manual M<·,1~~ri,ll Handling Gctivities. 
.. Compem:.,1tory n1ovement,, such c,1~1 Sittinq, leanin~J ovi,,1 rnilinsJ,s, @nd bending 11t thr,, w21i!?,i wore noted d1!ringlfollowir1g 
activitiet; invnlvinq M;nterial Hm1dling. T/1ese movements did n~11 intertere 1n safoty 
Abilities/Strengths 
Hi(lh abiiities wNe noted in the following ,:fffH,1~r 
·1) Hand Coordin;ition/Dextt~rily 
2i Light phy$ica! Demand activities. 
::l) Work ethic mnd efiort was oxceptionill despite pain cornpl::i1nt$ ,111d indicr,ted p,Jlt1o!ogie,,. 
Limitations 
Signif1c,,mt !irnitalionc, in function w,,re noted 1n thcl following i~ref1s: 
ii OvorhE•ad Work. 
2) Marw;;I M;,it,:.,rbl Handling&! 45 lb. or 5Jreater 
3) Sitting tole1"l'mcc: is lirn1ti)d 10 Frnquent level fc,1:1condmy to thoi nm~d to chanqo porsitiom:, trequen11y. 
Potmltia! Barriers to R,:turn to Work 
• Physical limiti'ltic1111;: present a barrier to rettim to work unless modifications can be made. 
Ernployi:,r doe,; not offer !rnnsitionnl work or assignments. 
Phy,:;ical probkrn1,, other tlian referred diagnosis prevent:\ c\ match beitw,:.iHn client\; pl1ysic,iil abilitic1s and job d,~rncinde; 
Job Match Grid 
.. Sample B~f.§).yLno Technici9~r:umd Extraction Lab T~cl11.1ici~1[L SV\:: .. 6.!J~1JY.~PA!. 
-------------...._,,,~.,-..... ,, .. _........,.._~-----~~-.. ,, .. ,_,,.._,~-h""'"""'""~-"-----. 
Critic11! D~rrHind from Job Description FCE Abllitlos Job Matc;h ,._, .,.,... ,.,,,,_...,,,., -------------A.,,., .. , ..,wuv•,,-,,,,"'""- ,,...--,.,,.,~-'"''"'"" ,_,,..,,_,,.,...,.,.,...,,,,,.,,.........,, . .,,_,,.,,~-.. ,...,..__...,_ 
.k.lli/S_ftill'.'.,_Up to 70 lb. Occ.asiona! 45 fb. Occasional No ·-~--------------1------------------l 
R1,,;,:19hina : Above shoulcter work 
Occasionc11 
Rare No 
-----------'"--.. --, .. -,-------+--~----.. --.. --,·------.... 
. S.t1rn;:iing/Wc1lking ( c;QJI.1.t.:1.r1~1.cil up to 8 Up to 8 con,;ocutive hours Yer::, 
Ct)ns~icutive f10um ---------·~""'"--~--------··--
Push/Pull 50. 59 lb. Occ"mion,il No 
Physical Return to Work Options Explored 
The phy5ic;B/ n:,;quirements of thi, (;!k~nt'i, job have been compared to the client's perlorrnancl'., ,n the FGE. There if, not a 
job rn"1lch for t;:,i1,hor position with SVL Anf1lyticaL Please ro!or to the Job Maleh Grid for dett1ilt,. 
Rccomrnm,d pkiccment in 11n <11t,,,rn;1tiv.~ po~,;ition ot the work pl;,Ct';o with Light pl·iysicai d8ni,'H\dS. 
Tho discrepancy b<•,twf:!c,n dimH abilities and iob derrn:ind,, in Co'Tlbination with the rm1ch spinn! patholo9y may indicate 
limited m1cc:(~% o/ n:t11abilitt1tion to prior l1;1il1;1J of function Altematiw! placement may be the rno:;t fo.1sible pkm. 
02/14/ 011 MON 18'47 [TX/RX NO 7841 
02/14/ 011 15.54 FAX 2086846261 
Clien1 N,irne: Kelli Sevy 
Claim II: SlF 200S205160117 
FCE Dates. 08/01/2007 
~Acrk Bengtson, ~.~PT 
f'!nn,:1c).e .. l:fly~,1coi Therariv,.<\ .. Sportr,,Me;dicinE, 
1 :590 c Pol~;ton Ave #fl 
Pm;t Fallt;, ID B3f:l~itl 
KELSO LAW OFFICE 
Tllfmlpist'n Rm::()mmr,nd,ition Regarding Ruturn to
 Work 
Physic;,)\ obilitim·., do n,1t rnalch job r,,quiremt~nts. 
l~ecommcnd job mndificotioni, or r:il!r:,motive pkicein
c:nt. 
US Or.t:Jartment of L.abor Physh::n! Dcmtmd Lev1
1I 
' ,Uqht, wJth SQ.tl1,\.' abili!ies in Jho Li9..l;!t to ~cdium H.l:
!Yi>ic<1Lderrmnd_c<it,lgpry'. on ;i F;:lirr:~ tg,_yccnsiof1l)I l:msi~
 
Summary/RecomrrwndaUons 
1'!-,r,~i,, proji:,,ction,, ::l!·i, for e hoLirS ,i day :> d:c1yr, r1 weok c1t tl1c: lev,:11~ indicated on the FCE. 9rki 
Kdl1 dcrnonstrc1tc,(l many functional lirnitvtions n,ilHtc
d to prc .. exiMing tt1ort1cic ond lumb<11 c,pin,,, conditions.
 
~ 015/022 
Knlli reported ex:penenci119 pain thro1.1ghout her spinc
J ::ind Right I_E/Hip w; well e1~:. C:e!rv1c,.1I ~ .. pin0• tht'Oll~hout l/Ki FCE 
proCCSc,. Despi!r:.\ 111(:'.' pclin report,;, she worked tl1ro
ugh thci pain in nil inr,limcws. Kf,lli likoiy worked at or i;llgh
tly <'!bovo 
Iler rrniximum pl,y~:ical cop,1bilitie;; during thG, t"CE. 
l do nol fee~! lh,lt !';he mis the ability to succ:or;;1:;;iuHy st
ir,lain thi5 /1'!vr:I of 
work (Medium phy1::<1G,'1I demand love!) at a 40 hour p,,r wc,ek, 5
 dfiy:;, P•lf woek basis,. Du1:1 to the many painipc1t
hology 
loc:;if1011s, it is iikely th;:rt st1,, would not last long working at the pi
iyt,iC,"JI derni!md level d,tr,crilY::!d in the .JA for the Exti-ac
t1on 
Lab Technician po:,;ition. Furth,irmOl'O. tl1e chancQ o
f re-injury to tl1e cervical spir1c: or ot11er location~, 1,; h
igh. In add111nn, ii 
i'., noted lhat dudng the ,~lien\ interview f<,r tl,o posiitioo 0f 
injury, Kr~lli describeid Mm1Uill Mati,,nill Handling adiv
itie::. ,md 
othoir physical cir::m;,.inds ev0:n gre,1\er tt1al'l those i
ndicuted on the JA. 
• LOO(! '"'"' soc.~,,, m ,.,,, oc<,pO,o,~oM 1,kely '" "
 S<>deata,y \0 Ugh\ sc111og 
S1gnc1rure ___ ,,,"-~' )!J a.A ,_/;. !'?r 
Dote _ ..... -----'2...lr L.£-·-LJ-:f 
0 /14 011 MON 18 4 [TX/R NO 7641] 
O:J./14/2011 15:54 FAX 2088848281 
Cli,1n/ Nsme Kelli Srwy 
Claim'#; SlF 2006205160117 
FGE !)ate~: Of.l/011200·;-
Tt 1er~ip:~;t. ~13tl~ Ber:gtrsGn: ~ .. ~Pl 
KELSO LAW OFFICE ~018/022 
f:'ir)f:lf,l(21g H1r;ic01 Th,9.g1py_!~_...,,:;_p91JriJ;{.1edicine 
1b90 E Polr,ton AW) #8 
Post f'al!r:,, ll"J fi3854 
The interpl','H;ition of Wr.,rkWH!!'s standtirr.li,~e,J functional te:::ting ls ba,-;ed on ar,,:umptionr:, including ncnrw! brc:flk,i, bnsic c:rgonomic 
col'!(;:!itions ,ind th;11 thG? tc-c.ted functions me nDt requimd moro th1.'111 2/3 or a norrmil workino day. IJ a iw:ction is required 
contmUc)usly, iob specific testing ;;hoii!d be: performed. 
Clif;nt Name; K.cl!i S1~vy 
Te~t Date: OB/01 /2007 
I utt1ng, s;;~ ngth (lbs) f Novor 
Wai:sttci Fk) 

















__ H_L~, .. ·-y•,w« 
.. 
. lnterpreU:tion 9.f observed 1une1i9.n rr,iqardino act1v,1v dmifl(l H nom,sf worklL!fl.~~ 
Frequency lWeighted Activl(ies Position/Anlbt1iatlori % ot Workday 
Obsorvoc! Effort Qu1111titatlvc + c:1,,alltatlvo 
Ll"'vc! Rei;urr.;, 
w·----" 
NEVER Contr,lindicated Nol P,;1,,\!,a,le 0% 
f----------+---- -----------·~"'·~--·-·-···-.. -----
RARELY M8x1mum Significani Limitation 1,5% 
--- ----1--- .,..,_,,,, .. ,_,..._ ..... _ ·--,,·--~·--·-·---
OCCASIONALLY H01,1vy Some Umt1·atim1 6-33"/,, 
·-+---- ~t----------+-----~-..J 
FREQUE:NTL Y Low SliQht/No Liniil,:1lion 34·-or.i% ---------+, ---·-----"'--- ---------,'---------! 
Sl::LF LIMITE~D _ _,__c_1,_e_n1 stoppoJ~..!,:;t: :;ubmnxirnum ,~ilfot1 IGM~I Sut:irnax perc:Emt 
·~ "''"'"'""·-··--~ 
Max H0avy Low Lltnitations I Ri~comm,,nd,ltiom: 
50 45 0 Los~ of control of load r,;t 45 I Limit lifting to 50 lb. maximum 
!b-55 lb. I Dn ;:i Rare b.;isic, (Floor ta 
W;;1it,t) 
30 20 10 lncre:asod momimtllm rrnHd"d 
I nt 20 zmd 30 lb. 
., -· 
65 45 30 Right LE fimp progrn,i,sively 
worsens with incrsrised loads . 
" -
35 20 10 Right LE limp progr,)::,~;iv1:1ly I 
wotsens with increased loads. 
.,.  ..._ .. ,. -
45 35 20 Righi LE limp progressively 
wors;c,ns with increased loads,. 
Posture, Floxib~tlty, Never . s-,~-)l.l_i_fi_c_a_n_t_.,..S_o_m_e_-·-s1-1g-h-tjNo 




+------,,~--""' .. ""-"'''-,,,.,,. 
!:levat~id Work i X 
(Unweigh!ed) f 
F,1tig1J(·? in Bft- UF::'s 
(R,,L) c1l 20 s1:ic. and 
worsening throughoul 
t,~i,ting. 
A(hJmpts to res1 arrn,;; by 
lowering thorn 
Oi1;1cmnfor! rrip<il'fed in 
rnid and LB, B!L .1rm:; 
Self Hmiting fjffort 
evidt1ri1~~d by SM11kfor 
fsitigue 
Low elbow positioninr:J 
Discomfort com,iste:nt -1 
hiking with foti[iue . 
J 
l:lbow dropping with 
. , .... .,.., ....... ,-·c··-··· ·····--· ..... _ ............ "•··-···-~----~---·---·-w.i_t,h .. ,_c.o~ ... rv ... ic,m,w ...... 1 .... "'_.X1_,-',t=1?_,.',.,it,:,""l·"·,. . ........ ,,., •• ,_,~, .... - .. _,_ .. , ____ ...J 
P:;1go Sot I l 
02/14/ 011 MON 18 4 [TX/RX NO 7841] 
0::?;/14/2011 15:55 FAX 
c1;,,,n1 Nt1rr1r: Keil, Sevy 
Claim#: StF 200620S1$0/17 
FCE Dates,: 08/01/20()7 
Tt1i~:r,'.if:>l::;t· Mark 81Jngt:7,0l\, ~v~PT 
PJnn1jt;k1Y'l1Y:"'l@l ,Th<1ra1:·,1:.8, Sp:)rl:,; Mec!1c:1n~: 
1 f,90 S Po1:;;tun Ave #B 
PMt hills. ro B'.385t. 





-··~·~.,,,,,,._,, ,.., ... 
l<t)1~1,,I - Half Knee:/ 
i------ "'"'"""~----·- '--· 
S1nir$ 
... 
/ •. odder - Two Hands 
..... 
W<lfk - 6 Min Wall< 
Test 
1-----,--••('Y'""iWM--~...-,,,w,,,,_,,.,, "--·- .~.-...., 
Sitting 
... ,,. ·-· 





















··· 1 Rr.<;ommcncfotions 
I 
"''""·"·~-------· .. ... ~J ____ ___, 
I Si;:ibbing p1lif1 nepOi'lJcit' 
in mid bock ,,1 4fi i:-,ec. 
C/0 tightni::Ss in hips 
Frnquent weigh! shiftin 
AHc)rnpt,:, to rnr,1 trnnct,,, 
I 
91 
on table ~,.,,,,,,,_. __ i------ . -!-·-"·-······" Discomtort fEaported 1n 
1 .. 8 ,ind but\CJ(;)-:s. l 
lncmm,~1d crc1mping in 
LB Ht 1 mrn c1ncl 27 se · C I l 
UE's getting tired at 2 
min c1nd 2 $<:ec. 




"·-·- -·•"''""'"'"' "·--;~:-i--·---·"'"--·-· 
"''""""'"""-' 
Unable to das(~ond t;tw 
smoothly after 10 ,,tep< 
secondary to t<'ltiguo in 
BIL LF.:.'s Pc1ce Blowi, 
with steps cfirnbed. 
Decr(1ased lower 
,ixtn,1mity endur-mcc:. 
Able to climb 
rec1procfilly, 
Decreas1:K/ quadricwpi, 
strong th. R.oli.:ince on 
UE U$t,! to offi:;@t LE 
weakness 
Discomfort rEiport,!d in 
Right knE-le, LB . .. 
Limping on Right LE. 
Unable to $(and 
c;omformbly t1ftor 




F;mqt1c1n! waigt,t shift1no 
U,H'i,i weight be,}ring on 
fiandr, or ,irt,1s. Not ,-ible 
lo m,:iintain symrnet1·ic@i 
sitting po[~tur,1 
Discomfon reportod in 
LB, Mid back . 
I 
j 









02/14 MON 18 • 7 [TX/RX NO 784 ] 
03/14/2011 15:55 FAX 2088848281 
Cl!Eir)t Nr.irnc: KE!lli Sevy 
Claim#: SiF Z006WS160f17 
FCE Oat.es 08/01/2007 
Tl11:1rapi~L Mc,rk E:h:ingt~;on, MPT 
f'.i.11ngtr,ll,1,Plwsk;:gil_Th6:mpv ,';_Sport:: Met1ictntc 
l ;:i 90 F l:,o!stc.111 Ave. #,l'l 
Post Fcilis. ID 838~4 
Hand Furwtloti 
--· 
KELSO LAW OFFICE 141018/022 
Hand/Finger Foret, Mean for Vaiues for approx Ltmitation 
Str~ngth G1,n()ar;,tnd Age/ ZJ3 of tilts ago/ 
(pounds) Gendor gender group 
Hand Grip Riqh1 65 70 ,J 57 ., 84 Norw 
--M",n•,•/ """•''/.'/JI ··""'~"·-·· 
H;;itid Grip Left 78 ('.J'-' '' 49 • 76 None ~-"' ____ ,, .~,v,,,.•..---. 
--~-~.....-v.,.....,..,."'·"'' 
~~mrn-en-da-tlon-s -----1~ 
....... - ....... ,.,,,,.,._,, __ ,.v 
Hand/Fir1g1J-r Force Mean for Vaiuo~; for 11pprox 
Strength Genern1:e:rJ Agel 2/3 of this age/ 
(pounds) Gend~r gende:,Jt:~~p ... - ....... ,...., ... __ .. ,.,.,.,,.. 
Ti!:) Pinch Right 11 '1 'l.5 0 · 14 
Tip Piner\ U!ft 
11 --r,-- 8- '14 ~...... ---., .. ,.,,_ Pa/mar Pinct1 14.33 "17 14 20 
Rigl1t 
·14_33 ··--F-... .--..... ....,,., ......... H*'_ ......................... Palm1:1r Pinch 13. 20 
Lf:fl 
...... ~-· 
Key Pinc!,/ 11.33 16.7 14--20 --r Late.ml Pinch Rigl1t 
Key p;ocn /~-_ 1sJl-·j 13 · 
L,ileml Pinch I L 
Left 









"""" ..,,,w,~"" 'r••--.,u •• ..... ,,,.,,,,,,_ 
None 





-----·---+----PCE Board , Peg Bonrd 
DQrninrmt H('lnd 
'!30 
PCE Bmird ,. Peg Bor1rd ·1 '.:',() 
Non Dominant Hnnd 
PCE Bomd - Round (:,S 
Blocks Domin[-lnl H,md 
AbQve 
Avernge 
Right UE fMigue, nchinoss; th,oqghout 
urrn r(,lated to fatigue. Strain and 
fattgu,,i is nok1d 1n L@f! UF,; "it feels 
Jir!:ld and heavy". L.RP, mid back pain 
reported witl1 prnlonged sitting ,s:ind 
reaching ciciivitie;,. ·------"-""" Abovo 
Awmige 
Low fatigue in Right UE, difficulty 
maintaining R UE position -----j"'""'""""---t-----;----"·------------~,-1--PCE 8oc11d .. Round I';~) Avemge 




02/14 011 MON 1 :47 [TX/RX NO 7841] 
02/14/20'11 15.55 FAX 2088848281 
Client Name: Kelli St:vy 
Cltiim It: S!F 200620516(}117 
FCC. DJtC'I,, 08/0·1/2007 
fv1FT 
1::'.mnc1clc- l;,hyc;ical Ther<1P..\'. .. ,'.~ __ :;>1,2gm:JY)f,QiGir1t,: 
1 fi90 E Polston /.\ve #8 
Po.3t F:ill,.;, !D 83854 
KELSO LAW OFFICE 
WorkWell FCE Physical Exam 
Sysfoms Review 
Blood Prossure: 144/93 
H,~i9ht: S' 6" 





Movi,mont Ch,m1i::;t~r!stks (,;pt.•cd, smootlmqss, posturing): Rigllt shoulder depressed, Bfl wingc,d r,;ciJpL!IHt~, !"1yp8'rlordo!ic 
lumbar spine. 
Atrophy/Edema; None observed 
lntogumentary: Well heolc,d 1nc1s1on in posterior cervical &pine. 
Mtiscl(i Tone Sp.isms: Hyp,,.,rtonicity is noted in BIL UTmpr, 
Musculoskc!etal System 
-----·-------· Norma! Range o: __ M_o_t_io_n _____ -+M_u_i.,_;:;_l_(·J_S_tr_e_n.;:.gt_l_1 -----
Flexion 45 35 5 
,-....-----------.. ~·-!-- ·-·-··-----------!--------------+---- ----------! Extension 4ti 5 
f,1ght Laten-11 Flexion 45 35 
------1--------------.f···""'"""""·········-----------I 
5 
Ldt LaterfJI Flexitm 45 35 5 
r<ighl Rata1ion 90 ,__ _________ ,v,,,..,,,_ , ____________ _., ____________ ...__ 5 
L(;!tr Homtian 80 75 
Trunk Normal Range of Motion Mus.cite Strength 
Flexion 80 70 
t--'-'--'•~'--"""'"'""''°tt~ .. ••tt ... ,,,..,., ... ,,,""'"''N'!~--··""""•'"'M""'" __ .,_,.,.,-,,.... __ •_••~·••~•-•v .. ,·.,.,..,,,,,.,.....,,,...,,,'"" •--------------l--•-•••••-,....,..........,.,.,...._.,..,,,.,.,,.,,wm,.wt!¥~"'11"""-
Exten,;iqf"l 30 i 5 5 
··-·-·············"··4-------------l Right Latcrc11 FlcX!Ofl 35 30 
Lett Lateml Flexion 35 
l=liHhi l~ota!ion 45 40 ----··--------+-------------+------·-··-"···--·"'"""=·----··-+------------! 
5 
u~n Roti~tion 45 40 5 
Comments/Quality of Motion • Spine 
Good cervicnl spine ROM tor;,> ~urgerier;,. Prainful LR with !pmhnr extencion. Good function8/ ,;p!Mi ROM throuphout. 
RaPge of Motion Muscle Strength 
Shoulder Normal Right l.t~ft Right Left ------~---·-"'''·~•"""'''"""' ..... ~ ... ,...,......,....,,,,_.....__,., i-,.- ,..,._,,. ... ......__, _ __, ________ --4_--'...-
Fo1wrmJ flexion 180 11'55 WNL 4- 4 1------.... --,,~~"<-1'" ~---~--------------<f----·-,....,,, ............ ~<,M'!/i!Y>'"\"!"'W"~ !"""""¥<~-------- ;____..,,.,,,,,,_M_,.,.~~••'---Exlonsion 60 WNL WNL 4 4 --~--~-~J.,~-··--···'·'·'-··~-'"'"'"'""""'''"" ,..,.,..,.,.,.,.,....,..,,.,,,,..,,_,....,.,.,, ___ _,_ _______ _ ----1----,...,,,.........,,.,,,,.,,~,Y"-'---
Abduction 180 1GO WNI.. 4- 4 ,____ _____ ....... __ ·-----+-------... -- ---------4---
!nrnma! Rota1ion 70 WNL WNL 4 4 
l E;,..,1erm1! F\otstion 90 IWNL IWNL 14 14 
02/ / 011 MON 18• 7 [TX/RX NO 784 
02/14/2011 15 55 FAX 
CJ11:ml Name K11lli Sc,vy 
Claim /1: SIF 2006206160/'17 
KELSO LAW OFFICE @ 020/022 
/ 
--------+-- ----+-R_a_ngo of Motion --.. "·--·----~M_u_s_clc StreniJth ..... ~--------1 
Elbow Nonmil Right loft Right Left 
Flexioh·~-----in,o --- ---+W-N_l_, --- WNL ·-·""''""'"'"'"""-G --+-5-----·-·-·-
------ !---------+---------t---- ---+-' ------·-+----·~·~--
WN_L ______ .... ,_v_v~_~L _____ ~I 1:_; ___ ......... - ................... s ______ --' 
·------... ···-·-·---- --~---- ----·- -------,------------~""'-'""'"·-·-··"·· 
Range of Motlon !Muscia Strength 
c..,.....-..... -----i---------i------ ·-..,.---
Fo_re._.a_r_rn ____ +N __ o_rn_i._11 ____ -+_R_clg_t_n _____ -+-L_c_n _____ ,,,, •• f Rig_h_t __ _ Left 
-+-:-\~- ·-··-"""·-···-· .. ·-·--+--:-~-~:- :~:~ -_,. ''"'""··· ··---j ~ .... .•. Supina!ion 
·-------..--------,--------·--------.----·-·"""""=·--------
R,mge of Motion .. ~ .. ~------ -~1:::.:~.:_s_t_ro_. 1_1r:~!.;,.~--------, 
Wrist 
Flexion 
Nomrnl R19ht. Lr.ft Right Left 
80 WNL WNL 5 5 
~ .. ,.,,~,~----+-
Extension 70 WNL 
,,~.,, ..... ______ ,,,,, ..... ,,. -·-------
Ulf\<'lf Deviation 30 WNl. 
WNL ·----WNL ,.. ;;, 5 5 1---,,,,,,,,,,,.n .. ----!--....... ____ ,,_,,,_. ... _,_ ___ _ ·-----------+------~"-~~-;;.~,.., ,,,;..,..,_,_....,... .. ,,...._,,.....,,..,,,,,___ 
Radial Devia1km 20 WNL WNl .. 5 5 L-,._____ __._ __ _ ·-----'--------'--------"'----·---·-.......... ~-·-·------.-
-·-----.. ,_,., ...... ,, ....... _____ R_a_n_g __ e_of_M_o_ti_o_n_.-______ Mus~:~ Str01:JJ..~::,-_,,, -·---
Gro'5S Hand Nomwi Right Left Right Left 
Motion 
/---------+------"""'""'"--~·-•-w·,,, .... ,.,.,,.,,_ 
Composite Motion WNl 
Commenfa/Quality of Motion - Upper Quutor 
WNL. /" .'.) 
Mild weakness in Rioht sbot.1lcie1· (abduction). otlwrwise moder.:itely strong ihroughollt No evidenc1:, of ,:p,idfic myotorna/ 
weakn~H~t. (-) Pila/ens test 
Range of Motion Muscle Stronf/th 
Hip Norm,.,t Right Left Rigtit Lett 
Flexion (knee extd) l-JO WNL WNL 4 5 ,......,~.,,.,~,..,.--.,,~'"'''~-l------.,w··----·------f------
f/t,xion (knoo flxd) 120 WNL WNL 4 5 <------· ___ .... ,, ..... ------t--------t---------+--------l 
Abduc1ion 45 WNL WNL 4 fj 
Adduction 30 WNL WNt .. 4 5 
Ex\r,.'.!ns.ion 30 WNL WNL 4 r:: ,) 1------~-+-------+----~---t-------+-------+ 
lntomal Rotation 45 WNL WNL 4 5 ~-,,..,,w.,v-----+--------..J·---------+----
Exlerm.11 Ro1c1tio11 45 WNL WNL 5 !5 
--------•_.v_ .. .,.,_,.,•""'""'WW·v\•Vv-a.,-,,--------------""''!¥W,U!iWl''"''''"'""t"---,._.,,,_,,.,,.,.~--------~ 
Range of Motion Muscle- Strnnf,!th 
- .. ~,·······~---+-------+-........... ;......----.......,--------+----.......::.--,----------1 
Kn<'!e NomH1! Right Left ... . [Rig 
,,,,,,,,_,,., ............................ ,0 ....... - ..... _____ f-------........................ ,. ...... , ............. , ... ,.. . ....... .. 
Flr~xion ·1:-\S WNL WNL 14 









5 --·1---···----...... , ............... _ .. __ , .... .. 
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WorkWefl FCE H 
Name; Kelli Sevy 
Dates of FCE Testing; 01:1/01,?007 
Dvte of Birth: 0411311963 
Date of Injury: 10/3112006 
GrmctM: F 
Address: 1():1 !::lk Creoi< 
City1Stato/Zip; Kellom1, Idaho H38'.,7 
Primary Diagnosic:;; Strrnn 
Arca of lnjury: Upper Ut;;irtor 
Occup;ttion: Extr;,ic:lion L;'.11::, ·r (~ct,nioinn 
Mechanismrrypa of Injury: 
F@!I onto concrete wh!':!n tnppinq over a do~ a
t work in 10-06 
Previous Treatment: 
PT 
Pcrtlrmnt Surgt.'!ry/Otiwr Ctlnici'll Tests/Pms
t Me cl lea I rlistory: 
C5-CEi fu5i(1n, revic,ion of C!:>-C:6 lug/on (l'l-19-
0T N(in•·roliitod: kyphoplrrnty 2004. 2001 
rx. lurnb,:,r venebrae, 
Current Medications: 
Flcxeral F'RN, Hydrocorione PRN. Cymbaltz
1 
Functicmal Statll$/ Activity Level; 
Not working at this time. C,rn't rid~ mtt'i. bike. 
Chief Complaints/Sympt,ims; 
Neck pain. we,-iktH'lSc, in UE.'t,, limited !OIE?ranct1
10 LIE activity in ~,kwoted poc:itions. 
Ri~turn to Work lnforrn:.'ltion; 
M1 wnrking 
P;;,90 11 ot 11 
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14] 022/022 
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ORIGINAL TO: INDUSTRIAi:, COMMISSION, JUDICIAL OTVTSTON, r.o. BOX 83720, BOISE, IDAHO 83720-0041 
WORKERS' COMPENSA.TION 
COMPLAINT AGAINST THE 
INDUSTRIAL SPECIAL INDEMNITY FUND (lSIF) 
WORl(l<:W.' COMPENSATION INSURAJIICF. CARRIER'S 
(NOT ADJUSTERS) ~AME AND Al)DR.F.SS 
DATE ()I<' INJURY J~ ,&"4,,J. ri:, tJ-L. 
6 
,:;: ·~ /371:¢ 
0--!1~2/.XJ .u :,;-u J1 
ST AT£ WHY )'OU BJLIEYE JHAT TRE ~MANT JS TOT .;.l,LY ~~ J>E~Cjn, V P!SABLED: /Y ..ir;,~ 
~ 'f; re~ ~ ,;;/4,£  11)-T{-(lliJ  (IAtl.JI ~~ ~- _. fJ I"' -
DATE 
Jz.j',/( 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the zi' day of ... lJ1.....-_,,w<0~-----~· 20 LL_, I caused to bo served a true and correct copy of 
tile foregoing Complalnt upon: 
Manager, ISIF PO Box 83720 via: 




r!.dl, ~vr' ~ IV lj/( Ue.t,(< (I via: 
~h yd {3137 
Addre 
SllL A..-ALy ~ 1 3NC,.. via: 




/..R,/J,;t J'.J7U1 4tlk- 1 z;,l I jJ/..1~
11v"Z 
tf_J~.r lktJr~ &. iJI,; ~~- .r;;-~ 
Addre$1i 'f,t/1, 
D I have not served a copy of the CCJmplaint upon anyone. 
D 
g-
personal service of process 
regular U.S- Mall 
per.:.on;il service of process 
regular U.S. Mall 
personal service nL1\rn.t".: .. ~,,. 
regular U.S. Mall 
parsonal service M1e>roc .. ,,., 
regular u.s. Mail 
NOTICE: Pursuant to the provisions ofld11ho C.,.Jc, § 72-334., a notice of eblnn mn..t Jitsc be filed with the 
Manai;cr of JSJF not less than 68 days prior to tht! filmg of a compl;11i1d agiunrt JSIF. 
You must atfllcb :111 copy of Form IC 1001 Worlrcr11' Compensation Complaiut, tu this dowmeut. 
An Answer nmst be filed on Form IC 1003 within ;.u day,.,, Rrm:e in order to avoid dcfault. 
COM!"LAINT AG,".JNST I5ff 
0 /28/ 0 1 MON 08.08 [TX R NO 800 
Send Original to: Industrial Commission, Judici 1 ;vision, 317 Main Street, Boise, Idaho 83720-60 
ANS,VER TO C0I\1PLAINT 
I.C. NO.: 06-526107 INJURY DATE: 10/31/2006 
Claimant's Name and Address: Claimant's Attorney's Name and Address: 
KELLI SEVY STARR KELSO 
c/o STARR KELSO P.O. BOX 1312 
P.O. BOX 1312 COEUR D'ALENE, ID 83816 
COEUR D'ALENE, ID 83816 
Employer's Name and Address: Worker's Compensation Insurance Carrier's (Not Adjuster's) 
SVL ANALYTICAL, INC. Name and Address: 
P.O. BOX929 STATE INSURANCE FUND 
KELLOGG, ID 83837 P.O. BOX 83720 
BOISE, ID 83720-0044 
Attorney Representing Employer or Employer/Surety (Name and Attorney Representing Industrial Special Indemnity Fund (Name 
Address) and Address) 
H. JAMES MA GNUS ON THOMAS W. CALLERY 
P.O. BOX 2288 JONES, BROWER & CALLERY 
COEUR D'ALEJVE, ID 83816 POBOX854 
LEWISTON ID 83501 
The above-named employer or employer/surety responds to Claimant's Complaint by stating: 
The Industrial Special Indemnity Fund responds to the Complaint against the ISIF by stating: 
IT IS: (Check One) 
ADMITTED DENIED 
X 1. That the accident or occupational exposure alleged in the Complaint actually occurred on or about the 
time claimed. 
X 2. That the employer/employee relationship existed. 
X 3. That the parties were subject to the provisions of the Idaho Worker's Compensation Act. 
X 4. That the condition for which benefits are claimed was caused partly or entirely by an 
accident arising out of and in the course of Claimant's employment 
NIA 5. That, if an occupational disease is alleged, manifestation of such disease is or was due to the nature of 
the employment in which the hazards of such disease actually exist, are characteristic of and peculiar to 
the trade, occupation, process, or employment 
Unknown to 6. That notice of the accident causing the injury, or notice of the occupational disease, 'Nas given to the 
ISIF employer as soon as practical but not later than 60 days after such accident or 60 days of the 
manifestation of such occupational disease. 
NIA 
7. That, if an occupational disease is alleged, notice of such was given to the employer within five 
months after the employment had ceased in which it is claimed the disease was contracted. 
Unknown to 8. That the rate of wages claimed is correct. If denied, state the average weekly wage pursuant to Idaho 
ISIF Code, Section 72-419: 
X 9. That the alleged employer was insured or permissibly self insured under the Idaho worker's 
Compensation Act. 
10. What Benefits, if any, do you concede are due Claimant? 
NONE FROM ISIF 
!C!003 
11. State with specificity what matters are in dispute and your reason for denying liability, together with any affirmative defenses. 
PLEASE SEE EXHIBIT A ATTACHED HERETO AND INCORPORATED HEREIN 
BY REFERENCE AS THOUGH SET FORTH IN FULL 
Under the Commission rules, you have twenty-one (21) days from the date of service of the Complaint to answer the Complaint. A copy of 
your Answer must be mailed to the Commission and a copy must be served on all parties or their attorneys by regular U.S. mail or by 
personal service of process. Unless you deny liability, you should pay immediately the compensation required by law, and not cause the 
claimant, as well as yourself, the expense of hearing. All compensation which is concededly due and accrued should be paid. Payments 
due should not be withheld because a Complaint has been filed. Rule 11 l(D), Judicial Rules of Practice and Procedure under the Idaho 
Worker's Compensation Law, applies. Complaints against the Industrial Special Indemnity Fund must be filed on Form l.C.1002. 
I am interested in mediating this claim, if the other parties agree. Yes No 
Do you believe this Claim presents a new question of law or a complicated set of facts? If so, please state. 
No 
Amount of Com ensation Paid to Date 
PPD TTD Medical Dated Signature of Defendant or Attorney 
5/19/11 
Please Complete 
I hereby certify that on the 19th day of May, 2011, I caused to be served a true and correct copy of the foregoing Answer upon: 
Claimant's Name and Address: 
KELLI SEVY 
c/o STARR KELSO 
P.O. BOX 1312 
COEUR D'ALENE, ID 83816 
via: Personal Service of Process ---
regular U.S. Mail 
ICI003 
Employer and Surety's 
Name and Address 
H. JAMES M4GNUS0N 
P.O. BOX 2288 
COEUR D'ALENE, ID 83816 
via: Personal Service of Process 
_ X __ regular U. S. Mail 
Industrial Special Indemnity Fund 
(If Applicable) 
via: Personal Service of Process 
regular U. S. Mail 
EXHIBIT 'A' 
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 
1. The Industrial Special Indemnity Fund recently received the Workers' Compensation Complaint 
against the Industrial Special Indemnity Fund and contemplates the initiation of formal 
discovery. The Fund has limited medical records available and is unable at this time to 
accurately either admit or deny portions of the Complaint and reserves the right to amend this 
Answer as necessary and warranted by subsequent discovery. 
2. Claimant is not totally and permanently disabled. 
3. Any permanent physical impairment suffered by the Claimant was not a hindrance or obstacle to 
Claimant's employment or re-employment. 
4. If Claimant is totally disabled, it is not due to the aggravation and acceleration ofa pre-existing 
condition nor due to the combined affects of pre and post injury conditions. 
5. Claimant is capable of retraining for employment suitable to Claimant's alleged limitations but 
has either failed to pursue suitable employment or to cooperate in retraining for such 
employment. 
6. The Defendant, Industrial Special Indemnity Fund, is without sufficient information to know 
whether Claimant has complied with applicable statutes of limitations and therefore alleges 
affirmatively that Claimant has not. 
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SVL ANALYTICAL, INC., Employer, and 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, Surety, 
and 





FINDINGS OF FACT, 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, 
AND RECOMMENDATION 
INTRODUCTION 
Pursuant to Idaho Code § 72-506, the Industrial Commission assigned the above-
entitled matter to Referee Douglas A. Donohue, who conducted a hearing in Coeur d'Alene 
on February 15, 2012. Claimant was present in person and was represented by Starr Kelso. 
Employer and Surety were represented by James Magnuson. Industrial Special Indemnity 
Fund (ISIF) was represented by Thomas Callery. The parties presented oral and 
documentary evidence. Afterward, the parties submitted briefs. The case came under 
advisement on September 5, 2012. The case is now ready for decision. 
ISSUES 
The issues to be decided by the Commission as the result of the hearing are: 
1. Whether the condition for which Claimant seeks benefits was caused 
by the alleged industrial accident; 
2. Whether apportionment for a pre-existing condition pursuant to Idaho 
Code § 72-406 is appropriate; 
3. Whether and to what extent Claimant is entitled to: 
a. Permanent partial impairment (PPI); and 
b. Permanent disability in excess of impairment, including 
total permanent disability; 
FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS - 1 
4. Whether Claimant is entitled to permanent total disability under 
the odd-lot doctrine; 
5. Whether ISIF is liable under Idaho Code § 72-332; and 
6. Apportionment under the Carey formula. 
At hearing, Defendants waived an issue about whether an accident occurred within 
the course and scope of employment. 
CONTENTIONS OF THE PARTIES 
The parties agree that Claimant underwent a cervical fusion, unrelated to her 
employment, on May 15, 2006, before the accident in question. 
Claimant contends she tripped over a dog at work and injured herself on October 21, 
2006. The injury broke the fusion or prevented it from becoming permanent. A second 
surgery was required. As a result, Claimant is totally and permanently disabled, either by 
100% analysis or by application of the odd-lot doctrine. Claimant's preexisting condition 
qualifies her for compensation through ISIF liability. 
Employer and Surety contend Claimant is entitled to the costs of the second 
surgery and 2% PPI as rated by J. Craig Stevens, M.D. Surety has paid these. The second 
surgery merely accomplished what the first surgery-the nonindustrial surgery-intended. 
Claimant suffered no additional permanent restrictions, impairment or disability from 
the second surgery or from any other consequence of falling over the dog. Regardless of 
cause, Claimant is not totally and permanently disabled under any analysis. 
ISIF contends it bears no liability under relevant statutes. Claimant is not totally 
and permanently disabled, nor is she shown to be an odd-lot worker. The work accident 
and subsequent second surgery did not produce any restrictions or disability in excess of 
those imposed by the first, nonindustrial, surgery. 
FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS - 2 
EVIDENCE CONSIDERED 
The record in the instant case included the following: 
1. The legal file of the Commission; 
2. The hearing testimony of Claimant and of Claimant's vocational 
expert Dan Brownell; 
3. Claimant's exhibits A through D; 
4. Defendants' exhibits 1-21; 
5. ISIF's exhibit 120; and 
6. Post-hearing depositions of Skill TRAN designer Jeff Truthan, 
physical therapist Mark Bengston, vocational expert Nancy 
Collins, PhD, and neurosurgeon Jeffrey Larson, M.D. 
Objections in depositions are all OVERRULED except as follows: 
In Dr. Larson's deposition at page 40, the objection is SUSTAINED. 
In Dr. Collins' deposition at page 6, the objection is SUSTAINED m part; 
those portions of her testimony were obtained by information from post-hearing 
depositions shall not be considered because they were generated untimely; at page 32 
SUSTAINED as hearsay. 
Having considered the evidence and arguments including all briefs, the Referee 
proffers the following findings of fact and conclusions of law for the Commission's 
consideration. 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
1. Claimant worked as a sample receiving technician. To do that job, Claimant 
was required, among other things, to occasionally lift soil samples weighing from 50 to 75 
pounds. Although she performed well, she was officially underqualified for the job. 
Employer took steps to avoid contact between Claimant and quality inspectors. 
2. Claimant underwent an anterior cervical fusion at C5-6 for a nonindustrial 
FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS - 3 
degenerative condition on May 15, 2006 (the "first surgery"). 
3. While she was healing from the first surgery on October 31, 2006, Claimant 
tripped over a dog at work and fell. She noticed renewed symptoms in and around 
her neck. Upon further examination, Jeffrey Larson, M.D., discovered her fusion had 
failed to fuse at the lower end. On January 19, 2007, he performed a second anterior 
cervical fusion and added a posterior fusion. 
4. Claimant healed from the second surgery. She returned to work with 
modified duty. A co-worker helped her lift the heavy samples. Eventually, Claimant was 
indirectly informed that Employer had no more work within her restrictions. 
5. Claimant separated from employment about October 12, 2007. She has not 
gainfully worked since, except for a period when she received compensation for caring for 
her two grandchildren. 
Medical Care 
6. Claimant's medical history reveals certain prior conditions which are not 
contributory to any disability analysis. 
7. On September 14, 2004, Claimant underwent an L2 kyphoplasty for a 
compression fracture suffered in a scooter accident. Afterward, some cement extruded. 
It caused intermittent, chronic pain through the date of hearing. 
8. On May 15, 2006, Dr. Larson performed the first surgery. His direct 
observation confirmed the presence of significant degeneration. 
9. Dr. Larson noted normal recovery on follow-up visits. 
10. On November 15, 2006, Dr. Larson noted Claimant's history of falling over 
the dog at work. Upon examination, he was concerned she may have a pseudoarthrosis of 
FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS - 4 
her surgical fusion. 
11. On January 19, 2007, Dr. Larson performed the second surgery. 
12. Dr. Larson noted gradual recovery in follow-up visits. 
13. On March 16, 2007, ICRD consultant Susan Shiplett prepared a job site 
evaluation ("JSE"). 
14. On April 24, 2007, Dr. Larson allowed her to return to modified duty, with 
lifting restrictions for her back condition. He state he did not "think" she was disabled 
because of her neck. 
15. On June 5, 2007, Claimant reported to Dr. Larson that she was back at work 
and doing fine with lifting assistance from a co-worker. She reported increasing pain in 
the past two weeks after a bicycle accident and a fall while fishing. 
16. On July 10, 2007, Dr. Larson deemed Claimant at maximum medical 
improvement ("MMI") for her neck. He stated, "Any further treatment of her C-spine 
from this point will more than likely relate to her pre-existing condition." He referred 
Claimant for a functional capacity evaluation ("FCE"). 
17. On August 7, 2007, Dr. Larson reviewed the FCE, examined Claimant, and 
reiterated she was at MMI for her neck. 
18. On October 3, 2007, J. Craig Stevens, M.D., evaluated Claimant and her 
medical records at Surety's request. He found Claimant's neck condition to be at MMI. 
He opined her cervical condition should be rated at 12% with 10% pertaining to the 
degenerative condition and first surgery, with 2% pertaining to the industrially related 
second surgery. He opined she suffered no permanent work restrictions as a result of the 
second surgery. He opined she could return to her job as described on the March 16 JSE. 
FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS - 5 
Restrictions identified by the Bengston FCE relate to her low back. Dr. Stevens did not 
address her low back or other potential preexisting impairments. 
19. On March 9, 2009, Dr. Larson wrote Surety to opine that Claimant had no 
work restrictions related to her neck condition. Whatever her cervical condition, it is 
causally related to the degenerative condition for which the first surgery was performed. 
The second surgery did not contribute to any permanent condition. He agreed with 
Dr. Stevens' report concerning causation, but not concerning PPL Dr. Larson did not opine 
about how or whether he would rate PPL 
20. An August 11, 2009 MRI showed a C4-5 disc protrusion with stenosis. 
Claimant reported symptoms consistent with this finding. Dr. Larson recommended 
surgery. 
21. On August 21, 2009, Dr. Larson performed an anterior cervical fusion at 
C4-5 and removed a plate at C5-6. He responded to Surety's correspondence and checked 
"No" when asked whether this surgery was causally related to the industrial accident. 
22. Usual follow-up visits occurred, including a visit where Dr. Larson noted 
conversing with Claimant about his causation opinion. 
23. On April 10, 2010, Dr. Larson examined Claimant and took X-rays and 
reviewed an MRI taken March 17, 2010. He found no changes in the various levels of 
her back which are of concern. He considered these "stable." He noted she reported 
continuing neck and back pain. 
Right knee 
24. On August 28, 2006, John McNulty, M.D., reported that an MRI of 
Claimant's right knee was unremarkable. From the end of 2006 to 2010, she required no 
FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS - 6 
right knee treatment. 
25. On August 2, 2010, another MRI showed a tear of the horn of the lateral 
meniscus. 
26. On August 11, 2010, Dr. McNulty performed arthroscopic surgery. 
27. Dr. McNulty's last follow-up visit is dated August 25, 2010. 
Expert medical opinions 
28. Neurosurgeon Jeffrey Larson, M.D., treated Claimant. He performed an 
anterior cervical fusion at C5-6 on May 15, 2006. Generally, a 12-week recovery period is 
expected with a typical variance of 6 to 16 weeks of recovery. At that point, resumption 
of activities is recommended. The bones may continue to heal and the union to fuse for 
as much as one year, sometimes up to two. 
29. Dr. Larson performed a revision of this surgery on January 19, 2007, because 
the bones failed to fuse resulting in a pseudarthrosis. This second surgery included a 
posterior interspinous wiring to better ensure a solid fusion. 
30. Claimant reported an amelioration of her neck and arm pain after the second 
surgery. By February 28, 2007, Dr. Larson considered her "likely to be able to return to 
her job where she sometimes has to lift up to a hundred pounds." At the next visit, on 
April 24, 2007, Claimant reported a lingering "heavy" feeling in her neck and muscle 
spasms and "difficulty lifting heavy objects" all of which she felt left her unable to return 
to work. She also reported low back pain and a right knee problem, both of which were 
preexisting and unrelated to her work. Upon examination, including X-rays, Dr. Larson 
opined, "I do not think she's disabled because of her neck." He did consider it 
"unreasonable to expect her to lift 70 pounds" as of April 24, 2007. Dr. Larson did 
FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS - 7 
consider modified duty of a 20-40 pound lifting restriction to be appropriate. Later, 
Claimant reported to Dr. Larson she had successfully returned to work and a co-worker 
helped her lift heavy samples. 
31. On June 5, 2007, Claimant returned to Dr. Larson. She complained of 
increasing neck and arm pain associated with bike riding. She also reported falling in 
a sinkhole while fishing. A repeat MRI taken June 23, 2007 showed "a disc bulge at C4-5 
that may have increased slightly since the MRI on March 24, 2006." At a July 10, 2007 
visit, Dr. Larson deemed her to be at MMI from the second surgery and ordered an FCE. 
He formally opined in writing on August 6, 2007, that Claimant was at MMI. 
32. Dr. Larson agreed with the findings of Mark Bengston's FCE report. He 
specifically agreed with Bengston's opinion that Claimant should not return to her 
prior job. The functional limitations indicated by the FCE were related to preexisting 
thoracic and lumbar spine conditions. 
33. Dr. Larson opined the nonunion and second surgery likely resulted from the 
industrial accident in which Claimant fell over the dog. 
34. Dr. Larson opined the original surgery likely was caused by "a natural 
progression of a degenerative disc or wear and tear." 
35. Dr. Larson opined the second surgery did not result m new limitations 
or restrictions. The second surgery caused no PPL 
36. Dr. Larson opined that Claimant's low back condition involving the 
extravasation of cement from her L2 surgery in September 2004 needs nonsurgical 
treatment and is not ripe for a PPI rating. 
37. Dr. Larson opined that an additional cervical fusion performed on August 21, 
FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS - 8 
2009, at C4-5-the level above the 2006 and 2007 fusion surgeries-was not related to the 
industrial accident. 
Other conditions 
38. Claimant's medical records identify other nonindustrial conditions not 
discussed above. No permanent impairment has been rated for these. Findings about these 
conditions are not relevant to assigning or apportioning permanent disability. 
Vocational Factors 
39. Born , Claimant was 48 years old at the date of hearing. 
40. Claimant did not graduate from high school and has been unable, despite 
two attempts and extensive training, to obtain a GED. 
41. In addition to her job as a soil sample technician, Claimant has worked in 
food service, as a casino blackjack dealer, as a gas station attendant, and as a child 
care provider. 
42. Claimant makes a good first impression. At hearing, she appeared to be 
minimizing her physical reactions to pain and discomfort. Her increase in emotional and 
physical behaviors while testifying about tripping over the dog and requiring a second 
surgery appeared modest and genuine. 
Vocational experts 
43. Registered physical therapist Mark Bengston performed an FCE of Claimant 
on August 1, 2007 upon referral from Dr. Larson. Mr. Bengston opined Claimant gave 
maximal effort on testing and that she was able to perform light work and some tasks 
slightly above the light work category. Mr. Bengston opined some of Claimant's 
functional limitations were obviously related to her lumbar condition. He did not opine 
FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS - 9 
that any of her functional limitations were likely related to her cervical condition. He did 
note that she reported some discomfort in her cervical spine upon testing. 
44. ICRD consultant Susan Shiplett performed a job site evaluation ("JSE") 
on March 16, 2007. Based upon the data included, Dr. Larson approved Claimant's return 
to her prior position as sample receiving technician. 
45. Nancy Collins, Ph.D., evaluated Claimant's permanent disability at 
Employer's and Surety's request. Dr. Collins did not interview Claimant. She observed 
Claimant during Claimant's prehearing deposition and reviewed medical and vocational 
records and reports. She analyzed Claimant's vocational potential using SkillTRAN. She 
opined that Claimant is capable of sedentary, light work and some work above the light 
category but cannot perform work categorized fully as medium. The Kellogg labor market 
is poor to fair, but some jobs are regularly available within Claimant's restrictions. If the 
Coeur d'Alene labor market is considered Claimant's job prospects improve considerably. 
Dr. Collins was not asked to opine about a permanent disability rating for Claimant. 
46. Dan Brownell analyzed Claimant's disability at Claimant's request. 
He performed a SkillTRAN analysis. He obtained assistance from SkillTRAN developer 
Jeff Truthan. In his report, without providing a specific numerical permanent disability 
rating, Mr. Brownell opined Claimant's labor market access rendered her an odd-lot 
worker. 
DISCUSSION AND FURTHER FINDINGS OF FACT 
47. The provisions of the Idaho Workers' Compensation Law are to be liberally 
construed in favor of the employee. Haldiman v. American Fine Foods, 117 Idaho 955, 
956, 793 P.2d 187, 188 (1990). The humane purposes which it serves leave no room for 
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narrow, technical construction. Ogden v. Thompson, 128 Idaho 87, 88, 910 P.2d 759, 760 
(1996). Facts, however, need not be construed liberally in favor of the worker when 
evidence is conflicting. Aldrich v. Lamb-Weston, Inc., 122 Idaho 361, 363, 834 P.2d 878, 
880 (1992). 
48. Claimant is credible. Her demeanor and testimony were consistent with 
other evidence of record. 
PPI and Permanent Disability 
49. Permanent impairment is defined and evaluated by statute. Idaho Code 
§§ 72-422 and 72-424. When determining impairment, the opinions of physicians are 
advisory only. The Commission is the ultimate evaluator of impairment. Urry v. Walker 
& Fox Masonry, 115 Idaho 750, 769 P.2d 1122 (1989); Thom v. Callahan, 97 Idaho 151, 
540 P.2d 1330 (1975). 
50. Dr. Stevens opined Claimant's second surgery should be rated at 2% PPL He 
found no ratable decrease in cervical range of motion and no relatable work restrictions. 
While it is unusual that PPI can be found absent these factors, this case is an example of 
how it can happen. 
51. A surgical fusion changes the natural structure of the spine. A cage or other 
appliances placed in a body result in a permanent change in its structure. Even if the 
overall result is to improve function, such implantation of appliances, along with the 
natural scarring that must result from surgery, impairs the function of the body part 
affected. In this case, Claimant's C4-5 joint can no longer function. 
52. Although no physician expressly opined about the specific factors involved, 
Dr. Stevens' PPI rating for the first surgery is deemed to reflect the implantation of 
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appliances and the scarring that resulted from surgery. His rating for the second surgery is 
deemed to reflect the additional posterior appliance implantation and additional scarring. 
53. Claimant's PPI should be rated at 2% of the whole person related to the 
industrial accident. 
54. "Permanent disability" or "under a permanent disability" results when the 
actual or presumed ability to engage in gainful activity is reduced or absent because of 
permanent impairment and no fundamental or marked change in the future can be 
reasonably expected. Idaho Code § 72-423. "Evaluation (rating) of permanent disability" 
is an appraisal of the injured employee's present and probable future ability to engage in 
gainful activity as it is affected by the medical factor of permanent impairment and by 
pertinent nonmedical factors provided in Idaho Code § 72-430. 
5 5. The test for determining whether a claimant has suffered a permanent 
disability greater than permanent impairment is "whether the physical impairment, taken in 
conjunction with nonmedical factors, has reduced the claimant's capacity for gainful 
employment." Graybill v. Swift & Company, 115 Idaho 293, 766 P.2d 763 (1988). In sum, 
the focus of a determination of permanent disability is on the claimant's ability to engage 
in gainful activity. Sund v. Gambrel, 127 Idaho 3, 896 P.2d 329 (1995). 
56. Permanent disability is defined and evaluated by statute. Idaho Code § 
72-423 and 72-425, et. seq. Permanent disability is a question of fact, in which the 
Commission considers all relevant medical and non-medical factors and evaluates the 
purely advisory opinions of vocational experts. See, Eacret v. Clearwater Forest Indus., 
136 Idaho 733, 40 P.3d 91 (2002); Boley v. State, Industrial Special Indem. Fund, 
130 Idaho 278, 939 P.2d 854 (1997). The burden of establishing permanent disability is 
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upon a claimant. Seese v. Idaho of Idaho, Inc., 110 Idaho 32, 714 P.2d I (1986). 
57. Claimant's argument for permanent disability is problematic. Claimant 
attempts to create ambiguity in the wording of the Bengston FCE and Mr. Bengston's 
testimony in order to claim she suffered work restrictions as a result of the second surgery. 
To the contrary, the Bengston FCE and his testimony are not reasonably ambiguous. 
Dr. Larson, who agrees entirely with Mr. Bengston's FCE, does not find Mr. Bengston to 
be ambiguous. Dr. Larson opined that neither the first surgery nor the second surgery 
likely caused any work restrictions. Dr. Stevens agreed. The weight of evidence supports 
a finding that the work restrictions identified by Mr. Bengston relate entirely to Claimant's 
low back condition; they do not relate to her C-spine condition; they do not relate to the 
industrial accident, second surgery and/or recovery period after the second surgery. 
58. The evidentiary weight assignable to Mr. Brownell's disability analysis 1s 
undercut by three factors: His stated general disdain for those with education, specifically 
his stated preference for physical therapists' opinions over those of medical doctors; his 
association with Mr. Truthan who designed SkillTRAN in deciding what inputs to choose; 
and Mr. Brownell's unprofessional demeanor at hearing. Upon a reasonable cross-
examination by ISIF's attorney, Mr. Brownell took umbrage and overreacted to the extent 
that he left the witness stand and crossed the well to confront ISIF's attorney in an apparent 
attempt to intimidate. The Commission and this Referee respect Mr. Brownell's character 
and expertise in helping claimants find jobs when he worked as an ICRD consultant. We 
recognize he is just starting out in his new role as an independent forensic vocational 
consultant. It is hoped he will successfully navigate this transition. 
59. Dr. Collins' analysis of the percentage of sedentary and light jobs available 
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to Claimant in the Kellogg labor market carries persuasive weight. 
60. Consideration of all medical and nonmedical factors does not establish a 
basis upon which to award permanent disability in excess of PPI as a result of the industrial 
accident. Claimant failed to show by medical opinion a likely basis for an award of 
permanent disability in excess of PPL 
61. Under a Page analysis, Claimant's FCE limitations suggest PPI likely would 
have been appropriate following Claimant's lumbar surgery in 2004. Assuming in the 
absence of specific evidence of record and relying upon the general expertise of the 
Commission, that the lumbar surgery would have resulted in a PPI rating of 10% of the 
whole person and considering all medical and nonmedical factors, Claimant's permanent 
disability rating may have been as much as 45% inclusive of the PPI from the lumbar 
surgery and first and second neck surgeries. When the industrially unrelated components 
are apportioned as set forth by Idaho Code § 72-406, all permanent disability is preexisting 
except for the 2% PPI which is industrially related. 
62. Claimant should be entitled to permanent disability rated 2% of the whole 
person, which amount is wholly included in the PPI rating. Claimant is not 100% totally 
and permanently disabled. 
63. Odd lot. If a claimant is able to perform only services so limited in quality, 
quantity, or dependability that no reasonably stable market for those services exists, he or 
she is to be considered totally and permanently disabled. Boley, supra. Such is the 
definition of an odd-lot worker. Reifsteck v. Lantern Motel & Cafe, 101 Idaho 699, 700, 
619 P.2d 1152, 1153 (1980). Taken from, Fowble v. Snowline Express, 146 Idaho 70, 
190 P .3d 889 (2008). Odd-lot presumption arises upon showing that a claimant has 
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attempted other types of employment without success, by showing that he or she or 
vocational counselors or employment agencies on his or her behalf have searched for other 
work and other work is not available, or by showing that any efforts to find suitable work 
would be futile. Boley, supra.; Dehlbom v. ISIF, 129 Idaho 579,582,930 P.2d 1021, 1024 
(1997). 
64. Claimant returned to work for a short time after the second surgery. 
Recognizing the FCE work restrictions, a co-worker assisted her with lifting heavy 
samples. While laudable that Claimant is and has been a hard worker, those work 
restrictions were identified and related to her low back injury in 2004. Thus, her separation 
from Employer was unrelated to the industrial accident. 
65. Claimant has tended her two grandchildren for compensation. Factors 
unrelated to her second surgery caused the compensation to cease, even if her work to 
provide such care did not. 
66. The evidence shows Claimant fails to qualify as an odd-lot worker under the 
first prong of the test; she has successfully obtained and performed work after recovering 
from the industrial accident. Under the second prong of the test Claimant failed to produce 
a preponderance of evidence to show she or others attempted unsuccessfully to find work 
for her. Under the third prong of the test Dr. Collins showed it likely that even in the 
smaller and poorer Kellogg labor market, sedentary and light-duty jobs are regularly 
available and therefore, a job search would not be futile. 
ISIF Liability and Carey Formula 
67. Claimant is neither 100% totally and permanently disabled, nor does she 
qualify as an odd-lot worker. ISIF incurs no liability and therefore apportionment under 
Carey is moot. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
1. Claimant suffered PPI rated at 2% of the whole person as a result of the 
industrial accident and second surgery; 
2. Claimant suffered permanent disability from all causes rated at 45% of the 
whole person inclusive of PPI, of which 43% should be apportioned as preexisting under 
Idaho Code § 72-406; 
3. Claimant is not 100% totally and permanently disabled; 
4. Claimant failed to show it likely she qualified as an odd-lot worker; 
5. ISIF bears no liability under Idaho Code §72-332; and 
6. The issue of Carey formula apportionment is moot. 
RECOMMENDATION 
Based upon the foregoing Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and 
Recommendation, the Referee recommends that the Commission adopt such findings and 
conclusions as its own and is~lje an appropriate final order. 
I r-;1--fti 
DATED this / I day of December, 2012. 
' 
ATTEST: 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION / 
I ·,.~...... ..'\ \ r-··· 
\'".-~ v-i '\./i,,t (,__,? ·'I\ /~\"'--,\i\ 1,jv' 
~, -. ;;:;;;;:;:;;... j V 
Douglas A. Dop.ohue, Referee V 
/! 
....__ _ _... .. / 
Assistant Commission Secretary 
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SVL ANALYTICAL, INC., Employer, and 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, Surety, 
and 






FINDINGS OF FACT, 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, 
AND ORDER 
Pursuant to Idaho Code § 72-506, the Industrial Commission assigned the above-entitled 
matter to Referee Douglas A. Donohue, who conducted a hearing in Coeur d'Alene on 
February 15, 2012. Claimant was present in person and was represented by Starr Kelso. 
Employer and Surety were represented by James Magnuson. Industrial Special Indemnity 
Fund (ISIF) was represented by Thomas Callery. The parties presented oral and 
documentary evidence. Afterward, the parties submitted briefs. The case came under 
advisement on September 5, 2012. The undersigned Commissioners have chosen not to adopt 
the Referee's recommendation and hereby issue their own findings of fact, conclusions of law 
and order. 
ISSUES 
The issues to be decided by the Commission as the result of the hearing are: 
1. Whether the condition for which Claimant seeks benefits was caused 
by the alleged industrial accident; 
2. Whether apportionment for a pre-existing condition pursuant to Idaho 
Code § 72-406 is appropriate; 
3. Whether and to what extent Claimant is entitled to: 
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a. Permanent partial impairment (PPI); and 
b. Permanent disability in excess of impairment, including 
total permanent disability; 
4. Whether Claimant is entitled to permanent total disability under 
the odd-lot doctrine; 
5. Whether ISIF is liable under Idaho Code§ 72-332; and 
6. Apportionment under the Carey formula. 
At hearing, Defendants waived an issue about whether an accident occurred within 
the course and scope of employment. 
CONTENTIONS OF THE PARTIES 
The parties agree that Claimant underwent a cervical fusion, unrelated to her 
employment, on May 15, 2006, before the accident in question. 
Claimant contends that on or about October 31, 2006, she suffered a work-related 
accident when she tripped over a dog at her workplace. She contends that as a consequence 
of the subject accident she re-injured her neck such as to require surgical revision of her 
non-work related C5-6 fusion. Claimant contends that she is totally and permanently 
disabled as of the date of hearing, and that her total and permanent disability results from 
the combined effects of the subject accident and certain pre-existing physical impairments, 
including, inter alia, Tl2 and L2 compression, cervical spine disease at C4-5 and cervical 
spine fusion at C5-6. Claimant contends that all elements of ISIF liability have been met 
for some or all of these pre-existing conditions. 
Employer/Surety acknowledges the occurrence of the accident of October 31, 2006, 
and further acknowledges that as a consequence of the subject accident, Claimant required 
a "re-do" fusion at the C5-6 fusion site. Employer/Surety acknowledges responsibility for 
the payment of time-Joss and medical expenses associated with the fusion revision 
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performed by Dr. Larson on or about January 19, 2007. Employer/Surety acknowledges 
that while Dr. Larson has not seen fit to give Claimant an impairment rating for the effects 
of the subject accident, Dr. Stevens, to whom Employer/Surety referred Claimant for an 
Idaho Code § 72-433 exam, has given Claimant a 2% PPI rating for that accident. 
However, Employer/Surety denies that Claimant has suffered any additional disability as a 
consequence of the accident or related surgery. Instead, Employer/Surety contends that, to 
the extent Claimant suffers current disability as a consequence of her cervical spme 
condition, that disability is entirely referable to Claimant's underlying cervical spme 
condition, a condition which was not permanently aggravated by the accident of October 
31, 2006. 
The ISIF contends that Claimant has not met her burden of establishing, as a 
necessary prerequisite to ISIF liability, that she is totally and permanently disabled. 
Further, the ISIF argues that the accident of October 31, 2006 did not result in any 
additional limitations/restrictions related to Claimant's cervical spine. Therefore, Claimant 
cannot meet her burden of demonstrating that the subject accident combined with the 
effects of Claimant's documented pre-existing conditions to cause total and permanent 
disability. Specifically, the ISIF contends that the subject accident caused, at most, a 
temporary exacerbation of Claimant's pre-existing cervical spine disease, and as of the date 
of hearing the subject accident was no longer implicated in either causing or contributing to 
Claimant's cervical spine dysfunction. 
EVIDENCE CONSIDERED 
The record in the instant case includes the following: 
1. The legal file of the Commission; 
The hearing testimony of Claimant and of Claimant's vocational 
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expert Dan Brownell; 
3. Claimant's exhibits A through D; 
4. Defendants' exhibits 1 1 . 
' 
5. ISIF's exhibit 120; and 
6. Post-hearing depositions of SkillTRAN designer Jeff Truthan, 
physical therapist Mark Bengston, vocational expert Nancy 
Collins, PhD, and neurosurgeon Jeffrey Larson, M.D. 
Objections in depositions are all OVERRULED except as follows: 
In Dr. Larson's deposition at page 40, the objection is SUSTAINED. 
In Dr. Collins' deposition at page 6, the objection is SUSTAINED 111 part; 
those portions of her testimony were obtained by information from post-hearing 
depositions shall not be considered because they were generated untimely; at page 32 
SUSTAINED as hearsay. 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
Educational/Vocational Background 
1. Claimant was  on  As of the date of hearing, she was 49 
years of age. She resided at 103 Elk Creek Road, a rural address in Idaho's Silver Valley. 
2. Claimant suffered a traumatic childhood. She dropped out of school just 
before high school graduation because she did not have sufficient credits to graduate. 
Since then, she unsuccessfully pursued a GED, her deficient math skills proving to be the 
most significant obstacle. She has pursued no other significant education or training. 
3. Before dropping out of high school, Claimant worked for two summers as an 
attendant at a gas station located on Lake Powell. She had limited cashiering 
responsibilities. After leaving high school, Claimant worked as a food server/dishwasher 
at a restaurant in Ticaboo, Utah. 
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4. In approximately 1987, Claimant and her husband moved to Winnemucca, 
Nevada. The couple lived there until approximately 1998 or 1999. While living m 
Winnemucca, Claimant worked on three separate occas10ns for the Winners Casino m 
Winnemucca. She was initially hired to sell change to Casino customers. Thereafter, she 
was trained to be a blackjack dealer. Though she was evidently successful as a blackjack 
dealer, she testified that her poor math skills hampered her to some degree in this job. In 
addition to dealing blackjack, Claimant also dealt craps and roulette. However, due to 
deficiencies in math skills, she was only allowed to deal outside the pass line on the craps 
table. 
5. In approximately 1998 or 1999, Claimant and her husband moved to Idaho's 
Silver Valley, where they took up residence at the Elk Creek address. She worked as a 
homemaker for a few years before obtaining employment at SVL Analytical (SVL) in 
approximately 2004. At SVL, Claimant was initially employed in the bucking room, where 
she worked for approximately nine months. Thereafter, she was assigned to shipping and 
receiving. She testified that she also spent a little time working in the soil digestion lab, 
and filtering samples. Shortly before the October 31, 2006 accident, Claimant was being 
trained to input sample information into the computer. 
6. Since leaving SVL Claimant briefly worked as a housekeeper. Her only 
other employment since the subject accident has been as a caretaker for her daughter's 
three children under the auspices of the Idaho Child Care Program (ICCP). 
Pre-Injury Medical History 
7. Claimant injured her left shoulder in an automobile mishap occurring when 
she was 17 years of age. She testified that over time she has developed progressive 
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arthritic changes in the shoulder. Recently, she underwent a left shoulder injection 
performed by Dr. Larson. She testified that this injection helped a great deal with the 
shoulder locking she had been experiencing. 
8. In approximately 2000, Claimant suffered a T12 compression fracture as the 
result of a sledding mishap. As of the date of hearing, she testified that this injury troubled 
her to some extent; at the end of a busy day she experiences muscle spasms and tightness in 
her back that she associates with this injury. 
9. In August of 2004, Claimant suffered a back injury when she fell from the 
scooter that she had given to her son for his birthday. For this injury she was evaluated by 
Glenn Keiper, M.D. Claimant was diagnosed as suffering from an L2 compression 
fracture. In discussing treatment options with Dr. Keiper, Claimant decided upon 
proceeding with a repair of the fracture with kyphoplasty, in the hope that this would 
resolve her discomfort and allow her to return to work more quickly. This procedure was 
performed on September 14, 2004. It involved injecting a cement into the vertebral body 
to stabilize the fracture. The procedure did not resolve Claimant's discomfort. Subsequent 
workup by Dr. Keiper suggested that an L4-5 disc bulge might be implicated in causing 
Claimant's symptoms. A series of epidural steroid injections were performed by Dr. 
Magnuson, which provided only temporary relief. When Dr. Keiper left town, Claimant's 
orthopedic care was assumed by Jeffrey Larson, M.D. Dr. Larson ordered a repeat MRI 
evaluation of Claimant's lumbar spine. That study, performed on April 19, 2005, 
demonstrated additional prolapse of Claimant's L4-5 disc space. In addition, the study 
revealed a small amount of extruded cement at the L2 vertebral body. This extrusion 
extended into the thecal sac. Dr. Larson posited that this finding could contribute to 
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Claimant's pain/discomfort. At the time of hearing, Claimant described her low back 
symptomatology as "huge chronic pain". (Transcript 94/12-95/18). She described constant 
pam down her legs bilaterally and being unable to stand up straight. These symptoms had 
a significant impact on her ability to perform her work at SVL: 
Q. Did being in the fixed forward manner when you walked and -
- did that impact your ability to lift, carry, do anything like that? 
A. It did, yes. 
Q. How? 
A. Well, I couldn't - - I couldn't pick up buckets and stuff like I, 
you know once could just pick it up no problem and throw it on a cart. 
But after the surgery, I would have to slide it and then kind of use my 
feet or my knees to help me lift it up to the cart, which is only about 
five or six inches up off the ground. If I could get one comer of the 
bucket onto the cart, then I could slide it, get the rest of it up on there 
too. 
Q. So you modified your position. Instead of picking the bucket 
up, you'd slide it, use your feet, pick it up - -
A. Yes. 
Q. - with your foot? 
A. Yes. Or if somebody was around, then I would just, you know 
they would come over and help me lift buckets." 
Tr. 94/22-95/18. 
10. Claimant was seen by Dr. Larson on May 2, 2006 for evaluation of cervical 
spine pain from which she had been suffering for about a year as of May 2
11
d. As of the 
date of her May 2nd evaluation, Claimant presented with complaints of severe neck pain 
accompanied by left shoulder numbness and tingling as well as difficulty with holding up 
her right arm. She also complained of intermittent bilateral hand tingling as well. MRI 
evaluation of Claimant's cervical spine performed on March 24, 2006 demonstrated a 
broad-based disc bulge at C4-5 that effaced the thecal sac, but did not cause significant 
spinal stenosis. At CS-6, Claimant was found to have severe degenerative disc disease with 
mild spinal stenosis with effacement of the left lateral recess. The study demonstrated 
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moderate left and mild right foraminal narrowing at CS-6. Modic changes were noted at 
the CS vertebral body, as well as in the C6 vertebral body, consistent with the degenerative 
disc disease. Dr. Larson recommended Claimant for an anterior cervical discectomy and 
fusion at C5-6, hoping that this would alleviate her neck and upper extremity symptoms. 
11. Claimant underwent an anterior cervical discectomy and fusion at CS-6 on 
May 15, 2006. By June 2, 2006, Dr. Larson reported that Claimant suffered a slip and fall 
approximately eight days after her surgery. She complained of worsening symptoms 
thereafter, including a burning type sensation along the lateral aspect of her left forearm. 
By July 6, 2006, Dr. Larson reported that Claimant was doing well. She denied significant 
neck pain and did not note any radicular type symptoms. On July 6, 2006, Claimant was 
encouraged to be active and continue with her home exercise program. She was instructed 
to refrain from repetitive overhead lifting, and advised that her maximal lifting should be at 
thirty pounds. She was to be seen in three months for a follow-up evaluation. 
Claimant testified that following the May 15, 2006 surgery, she was 
eventually returned to work with restrictions against lifting more than 20 to 40 pounds. 
(Transcript 97/10-13; 98/13-18). When she returned to SVL following the first neck 
surgery, she did not return to the bucking room. Rather, she returned to work in the 
shipping and receiving department. (Transcript 100/12-106/20). Claimant's testimony 
establishes that the work she performed for Employer following the May 15, 2006 surgery, 
but before the October 31, 2006 accident, was physically less demanding than the job she 
had performed prior to the May 15, 2006 surgery. She was able to perform this lighter 
work by employing various strategies to modify the physical requirements of her work, and 
by seeking the assistance of others. For example, Claimant's husband made for her a stick 
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with a hook on the end that Claimant employed to drag, instead of lift, sample containers. 
(Tr. 98/19-100/11). 
Accident and Post-Accident Medical Care 
13. Claimant's Employer suffered employees to bring their dogs to work. On 
October 31, 2006, Claimant tripped over a co-worker's dog that was always underfoot. 
(Transcript 106/25-108/3). The medical record does not reflect whether, as of October 31, 
2006, Dr. Larson had pronounced Claimant to be at a point of medical stability following 
the May 15, 2006 surgery. 
14. Claimant returned to Dr. Larson's office on or about November 15, 2006. 
Dr. Larson's note of that date describes the October 31, 2006 accident, and reflects that of 
November 15, 2006, Claimant complained of continuous pain in her neck with any 
movement of her neck. Dr. Larson was concerned that Claimant might have suffered a 
fracture at the fusion site, and ordered MRI and CT evaluation of Claimant's cervical 
spine. The MRI, performed on December 5, 2006, demonstrated no change in Claimants 
C4-5 disc bulge, as compared to the earlier study. A December 5, 2006 CT scan of 
Claimant's cervical spine showed a lucency along the inferior aspect of the C5-6 bone 
graft, suggestive of a fractured fusion. Dr. Larson recommended a revision of the C5-6 
fusion. That surgery was performed on January 19, 2007. By February 28, 2007, Claimant 
reported significant improvement in her pre-surgery arm pain. She expressed an interest in 
returning to work. However, when seen by Dr. Larson on April 24, 2007, she described 
having difficulty lifting heavy objects, and expressed concern that she would not be able to 
perform her job because of this. Dr. Larson also noted Claimant's ongoing low back 
problems related to the L2 kyphoplasty, as well as a right knee problem for which she was 
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being treated by Dr. McNulty. In this regard, he noted that Claimant had been taking 
hydrocodone for at least a year prior to the January 19, 2007 neck surgery. Dr. Larson 
noted that this medication had been prescribed for Claimant by Dr. Miller for her low back 
and her knee. On exam, Claimant complained of low back pain and told Dr. Larson that 
she would like to go on disability "for her spine". Dr. Larson stated that he did not believe 
Claimant to be disabled because of her cervical spine, noting that the fusion appeared to be 
healing well. He stated that while it might not be reasonable to ask Claimant to lift 70 
pounds as of April 24, 2007, she should be able to return to modified duty work in terms of 
her cervical spine, so long as she avoided lifting more than 40 pounds. 
15. Claimant was next seen by Dr. Larson on June 5, 2007. In his note of that 
date he reported that Claimant returned to work following the April 24, 2007 exam, stating 
that she had been doing fine. Claimant told Dr. Larson that she had the assistance of a co-
worker to help her lift heavy buckets of soil. However, Claimant also told Dr. Larson that 
about two weeks prior to June 5, 2007, she had begun to experience increasing pain in her 
neck and arms while riding her mountain bike. Then, a few days prior to the June 5, 2007 
evaluation, she fell into a "sink hole" while fishing. She told Dr. Larson that she felt and 
heard a ping in her neck contemporaneous with her fall, and that since that time she had 
increased pain in her neck, shoulders and arms, bilaterally. Dr. Larson recommended 
repeat MRI evaluation of Claimant's cervical spine. In the interim, he released Claimant to 
return to work with an eight pound lifting restriction, a restriction that Employer was 
unable to accommodate. The MRI of June 23, 2007, showed a healed fusion at C5-6, but a 
possible increase in the size of the C4-5 disc bulge, as compared to the previous MRI of 
March 24, 2006. 
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16. Dr. Larson felt that Claimant had probably reached maximum medical 
improvement as of July 10, 2007. He recommended that Claimant undergo a functional 
capacity evaluation to determine whether Claimant had any permanent work restrictions. 
Importantly, he noted on that date that "any further treatment of her C spine from this point 
will more than likely relate to her pre-existing condition. Elaborating on this point in his 
March 9, 2009 letter to the State Insurance Fund, Dr. Larson stated: 
Ms. Sevy does not have any work restriction related to her neck 
condition. 
She has a history of having an anterior cervical discectomy and 
fusion at C5-6 on 5/15/2006. She then fell at work and had developed 
pseudoarthrosis at that level, and had surgery for pseudoarthrosis on 
January 19, 2007. Any restrictions that she may have, and I don't 
think there are any related to her neck, would relate to the previous 
condition for which she had surgery done on May 15, 2006. The 
second surgery was a supplemental fusion at that same level and 
would not add any restrictions. 
D. Ex. 1, p.9. 
Dr. Larson reiterated his opinion in this regard at the time of his April 23, 2012 deposition: 
Q.(by Magnuson) Now, focusing on the C5-6 issue, was there any 
limitations or restrictions that arose out of when she tripped over the 
dog at work? 
A. What do you mean? 
Q. Would there be any limitations or restrictions that would be - -
I guess were there any limitations or restrictions to her - - from her 
C5-6 fusion? 
A. I'll have to look and see. It was my opinion that she had been 
at MMI. I don't know if I did her - I don't remember if anyone else 
did. I don't think there are any new limitations to her based on the 
pseudoarthrosis that I treated. 
Q. Okay. So if she had any limitations or restrictions related to 
her cervical condition, those would be related to the degenerative 
condition you treated in May of 2006; is that correct? 
A. If they were at C5-6, yes. 
Q. Okay. So there were no new limitations, restrictions just 
because of the fusion redo? 
A. No. 
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Larson deposition 25/23-26/18. 
17. Concerning Claimant's ratable impairment for the effects of the October 31, 
2006 accident, Dr. Larson did not feel that Claimant was entitled to any additional 
impairment for that accident, or for the fusion revision required as a consequence of that 
accident. (Larson deposition 26/19-23). 
18. Dr. Larson did not express an opinion on the extent and degree of Claimant's 
permanent physical impairment for her pre-existing cervical spine condition. Concerning 
Claimant's low back condition, Dr. Larson did not feel it appropriate to rate Claimant as of 
the time of his deposition, since he felt that Claimant was not medically stable vis-a-vis her 
L2 kyphoplasty. 
19. Craig Stevens, M.D., saw Claimant on October 3, 2007, at the instance of the 
State Insurance Fund. Dr. Stevens' report reflects that as of the date of his evaluation of 
Claimant, she had no complaints of neck pain, although she did indicate that she 
experienced neck pain with overhead work, or while performing lifting. As of the date of 
his evaluation of Claimant she did have complaints of baseline low back pain, which she 
rated on a level 4 out of 10, with extension of discomfort into her lower extremities 
bilaterally. After examining Claimant and reviewing her records, Dr. Stevens proposed 
that Claimant was at maximum medical improvement vis-a-vis her cervical spine condition. 
He gave Claimant a 12% PPI rating under the Fifth Edition to AMA Guides to the 
Evaluation of Permanent Impairment. This rating he apportioned between the effects of the 
subject accident and Claimant's pre-existing cervical spine condition, assigning Claimant a 
2% PPI rating for the subject accident and 10% for her pre-existing condition. 
20. Concerning Claimant's permanent limitations/restrictions, Dr. Stevens shared 
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Dr. Larson's belief that the subject accident did not result in any increase in Claimant's 
limitations/restrictions. In fact, Dr. Stevens was of the view that Claimant's cervical spine 
condition did not warrant the imposition of any permanent limitations/restrictions. While 
he acknowledged that the FCE administered by Mark Bengston identified certain 
limitations/restrictions, Dr. Stevens felt that those limitations are referable in their entirety 
to Claimant's non work-related thoracic and lumbar spine injuries. 
21. Mark Bengston saw Claimant for the purposes of a functional capacities 
evaluation (FCE) in August 2007. Mr. Bengston testified that the focus of the FCE was to 
identify limitations/restrictions referable to Claimant's cervical spine condition. However, 
he acknowledged that the evaluation also identified limitations/restrictions referable to 
Claimant's thoracic and lumbar spine. Contrary to Dr. Steven's conclusions, Mr. Bengston 
felt that Claimant demonstrated limitations/restrictions referable to her cervical, thoracic 
and lumbar spine. Per Mr. Bengston, Claimant's cervical spine condition limits her ability 
to engage in overhead reaching activities. However, he acknowledged that some of 
Claimant's upper extremity difficulty may be attributable to her thoracic spine injury. 
Most of Claimant's restrictions against lifting, carrying, pushing and pulling are referable 
to her thoracic and lumbar spine injuries. Limitations against stair climbing and walking 
are referable to Claimant's bilateral knee injuries. Although Mr. Bengston clearly 
identified certain limitations/restrictions which he felt were referable to Claimant's cervical 
spine condition, he did not render an opinion on the extent, if any, to which Claimant's 
cervical spine limitations/restrictions are referable to the October 31, 2006 accident versus 
Claimant's documented pre-existing cervical spine condition. In all, Mr. Bengston 
proposed that Claimant is capable of performing all aspects of sedentary and light duty 
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work, and some aspects of medium duty work as defined in the Dictionary of Occupational 
Titles. 
22. Although both Dr. Larson and Dr. Stevens have proposed that Claimant has 
no permanent limitations/restrictions referable to the October 31, 2006 accident, Claimant 
testified that following the May 15, 2006 surgery, she enjoyed a good recovery and a 
recovery of function until the October 31, 2006 accident. Per Claimant, that accident 
caused a recurrence of her symptomatology which was not relieved by the January 19, 2007 
surgery. (Transcript 124/22-127/25). 
23. In 2009, Claimant underwent surgical treatment for her C4-5 disc bulge. The 
parties are in agreement that Claimant's C4-5 lesion and attendant surgery are unrelated to 
the subject accident. 
Vocational Evidence 
24. As noted, the results of the FCE administered by Mark Bengston suggest that 
Claimant has permanent limitations/restrictions referable to her cervical, thoracic and 
lumbar spine conditions, as well as her bilateral knee injuries. From the results of the FCE, 
it appears that the most significant limitation/restriction referable to Claimant's cervical 
spine injury is the recommendation that she avoid overhead reaching activities. 
25. The Commission recognizes that Dr. Larson has proposed that the 
limitations/restrictions identified by Mr. Bengston derive from Claimant's thoracic and 
lumbar spine injuries, without contribution from her cervical spine condition. To the 
extent Dr. Larson's' views conflict with the FCE results as explained by Mr. Bengston, the 
Commission finds Mr. Bengston' s testimony to be more persuasive. As noted, however, 
though Mr. Bengston did feel that Claimant had certain functional limitations attributable 
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to her cervical spine condition, he did not hazard a guess as to whether those cervical spine 
limitations were in any way referable to the subject accident, versus Claimant's well-
documented pre-existing cervical spine condition. 
26. Nancy Collins, PhD. evaluated Claimant's permanent disability at the 
invitation of Employer/Surety. She did not have the opportunity to interview Claimant, 
although she did attend Claimant's depositions. Dr. Collins acknowledged that the Kellogg 
labor market is poor to fair, but nevertheless opined that there are some jobs in Claimant's 
labor market for which she can compete. Dr. Collins based this opinion on the results of 
the FCE, which indicated that Claimant is physically capable of performing all aspects of 
light and sedentary work, and some aspects of medium duty work. Dr. Collins did not feel 
that Claimant is totally and permanently disabled, but neither did she render an opinion on 
the extent and degree of Claimant's less-than total disability. She did propose that if one 
assumes that Claimant is only capable of performing sedentary and light duty work, she has 
lost access to approximately 35% of her pre-injury labor market. Dr. Collins felt that 
Claimant's pre-injury labor market reasonably included the Coeur d'Alene area. She 
acknowledged that if Claimant is unable to engage in overhead-reaching activities then her 
access to the labor market is more limited. However, she was critical of Mr. Brownell for 
having subtracted from Claimant's post-accident labor market jobs that required reaching 
of any type. 
27. Mr. Brownell, like Dr. Collins, employed Skill TRAN software to assist him 
in evaluating Claimant's disability. He testified that this program is merely one of several 
tools he utilizes in evaluating the impact of an industrial accident on an injured worker's 
ability to engage in gainful activity. He proposed that when taking into consideration 
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Claimant's age, education, past work history and transferable job skills, the 
limitations/restrictions identified following the FCE leave Claimant totally and 
permanently disabled. Mr. Brownell was critical of Dr. Collins use of the SkillTRAN 
program, and testified that the assumptions made by Dr. Collins when making inputs into 
the program resulted in a dramatic understatement of Claimant's loss of access to the labor 
market. In particular, Mr. Brownell felt that Dr. Collins failed to take into account 
Claimant's limitations/restrictions against reaching with her upper extremities. Mr. 
Brownell did not feel it appropriate to include the Coeur d'Alene area in Claimant's 
reasonable labor market. Mr. Brownell opined that as a result of the combined effects of 
the October 31, 2006 accident, and Claimant's pre-existing conditions, Claimant was 
totally and permanently disabled under the odd-lot doctrine. (See Claimant's Exhibit A at 
5). In reaching this conclusion, Mr. Brownell acknowledged that he relied only on the 
results of the functional capacities evaluation; he was aware that both Drs. Larson and 
Stevens did not feel that Claimant had limitations/restrictions referable to the October 31, 
2006 accident, but he chose not to rely on these opinions. (Transcript 304/17-305/11). At 
the time of hearing, Mr. Brownell elaborated on how he reached the conclusion that the 
subject accident combined with Claimant's pre-existing condition to cause total and 
permanent disability: 
Q. What is your opm10n, that she is only able to perform services of 
limited quality, quantity and dependability that no reasonable stable market 
for those services exists, in support of your opinion that this limitation on 
ability to find employment is a result - - result of the - combined result of 
the accident injury and her pre-accident condition? What is the basis of that 
statement? 
You say they combined. What she had prior to the October 31 si, 2006, 
accident injury combined with what she had after that as developed into FCE 
by Mr. Bengston in August of 2007? 
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A. That's exactly it. It's combined to the previous and relying on Mark 
Bengston and the 2006 injury. 
Q. Okay. 
A. That combination. 
Q. And how do they combine, those two conditions, the - -
A. It's an upper back and lower back. And just simply put, it's a 
combination. The upper is more concerning to me than the lower was, 
because of the reaching. Okay. Big factor. Big factor for employment. 
Q. After the - - at the time of the FCE in August of 2007, Mr. Bengston 
documents with his FCE that Kelli Sevy, because of that, was no longer able 
to perform her jobs - - or the jobs - - two jobs at Silver Valley Labs. 
A. Yes. 
Q. That situation then was different than what she was doing prior to her 
accident and injury, correct? 
A. Yes. 
As noted, Mr. Bengston provided no opinion on the extent to which Claimant's cervical 
spine limitation is derived from the subject accident versus Claimant's documented pre-
existing condition. Mr. Brownell's conclusion that the subject accident did permanently 
worsen Claimant's condition such as to contribute to her permanent and total disability is 
based on his belief that Claimant was capable of performing her at time of injury job before 
the work accident, but is no longer capable of performing that job as a result of the work 
accident. 
DISCUSSION AND FURTHER FINDINGS OF FACT 
28. The provisions of the Idaho Workers' Compensation Law are to be liberally 
construed in favor of the employee. Haldiman v. American Fine Foods, 117 Idaho 955, 
956, 793 P.2d 187, 188 (1990). The humane purposes which it serves leave no room for 
narrow, technical construction. Ogden v. Thompson, 128 Idaho 87, 88, 910 P.2d 759, 760 
( 1996). Facts, however, need not be construed liberally in favor of the worker when 
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evidence is conflicting. Aldrich v. Lamb-We:;ton, Inc., 122 Idaho 361, 363, 834 P.2d 878, 
880 (1992). 
29. Except as qualified below, Claimant is generally credible. The Commission 
finds no reason to disturb the Referee's findings and observations on Claimant's presentation or 
credibility 
PPI 
30. Permanent impairment 1s defined and evaluated by statute. Idaho Code 
§§ 72-422 and 72-424. When determining impairment, the op11110ns of physicians are 
advisory only. The Commission is the ultimate evaluator of impairment. Urry v. Walker 
& Fox Masonry, 115 Idaho 750, 769 P.2d 1122 (1989); Thom v. Callahan, 97 Idaho 151, 
540 P.2d 1330 (1975). 
31. Dr. Larson's records reflect that he originally had no opinion on the question 
of whether or not Claimant suffered impairment as a consequence of the subject accident. 
However, at the time of his deposition he testified that the subject accident and attendant 
fusion revision did not add any impairment to whatever Claimant's rating might have been 
for her pre-existing cervical condition. (Larson Deposition 26/19-27 /2). He was not asked 
to elaborate on his thinking in this regard, or to explain if this result would obtain by 
application of the AMA Guides to the Evaluation of Permanent Impairment. On the other 
hand, Dr. Stevens did apply the Fifth Edition of the Guides to an evaluation of Claimant's 
permanent physical impairment. His report persuasively demonstrates a basis for a 12% 
PPI rating reflecting the totality of Claimant's cervical spine impairment. Further, his 
report provides a rationale for apportioning this impairment rating between the effects of 
the subject accident and Claimant's pre-existing condition. Based on Dr. Steven's report, 
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the Commission concludes that Claimant has suffered a 2% PPI rating referable to the 
October 31, 2006 accident and attendant cervical spine fusion revision, with a 10% rating 
referable to the documented pre-existing cervical spine condition. 
32. The only medical evidence on the question establishes that Claimant is not 
currently at a point of medical stability for the effects of her L2 kyphoplasty. From this, 
the Commission is unable to conclude that Claimant has a ratable permanent physical 
impairment for her L2 injury which pre-dates the subject accident. 
33. There is no evidence of record which would allow the Commission to reach 
any conclusion concerning whether or not Claimant has a ratable permanent physical 
impairment for the effects of her Tl 2 compression fracture. 
34. Though the record tends to establish that Claimant suffered from 
symptomatic bilateral knee complaints prior to the subject accident, there is, again, a 
failure of the medical evidence to establish a ratable permanent physical impairment for 
Claimant's bilateral knee complaints prior to the date of the subject accident. 
Disability 
35. "Permanent disability" or "under a permanent disability" results when the 
actual or presumed ability to engage in gainful activity is reduced or absent because of 
permanent impairment and no fundamental or marked change in the future can be 
reasonably expected. Idaho Code § 72-423. "Evaluation (rating) of permanent disability" 
is an appraisal of the injured employee's present and probable future ability to engage in 
gainful activity as it is affected by the medical factor of permanent impairment and by 
pertinent nonmedical factors provided in Idaho Code § 72-430. 
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36. The test for determining whether a claimant has suffered a permanent 
disability greater than permanent impairment is "whether the physical impairment, taken in 
conjunction with nonmedical factors, has reduced the claimant's capacity for gainful 
employment." Graybill v. Swift & Company, 115 Idaho 293, 766 P.2d 763 (1988). In sum, 
the focus of a determination of permanent disability is on the claimant's ability to engage 
in gainful activity. Sund v. Gambrel, 127 Idaho 3, 896 P.2d 329 (1995). 
37. Permanent disability is defined and evaluated by statute. Idaho Code § 
72-423 and 72-425, et. seq. Permanent disability is a question of fact, in which the 
Commission considers all relevant medical and non-medical factors and evaluates the 
purely advisory opinions of vocational experts. See, Eacret v. Clearwater Forest Indus., 
136 Idaho 733, 40 P.3d 91 (2002); Boley v. State, Industrial Special Indem. Fund, 
130 Idaho 278, 939 P.2d 854 (1997). The burden of establishing permanent disability is 
upon a claimant. Seese v. Idaho of Idaho, Inc., 110 Idaho 32, 714 P.2d 1 (1986). 
38. This case involves the issue of whether Claimant's disability should be 
apportioned between the effects of the subject accident and certain pre-existing conditions. 
The Idaho Supreme Court recently clarified that apportionment under Idaho Code § 72-406 
requires a two-step approach when considering the issue of apportionment in a less than 
total case. First, Claimant's disability must be evaluated in light of all her physical 
impairments resulting from the industrial accident and any pre-existing conditions. 
Thereafter, the Commission must apportion the amount of permanent disability attributable 
to the industrial accident. See, Page v. McCain Food, Inc., 145 Idaho 302, 179 P.3d 265 
(2008). Of course, Idaho Code § 72-406 applies only in less than total cases. A second 
statutory mechanism exists to apportion responsibility in a case of total and permanent 
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disability. Once an injured worker has been judged to be permanently and totally disabled, 
either because she is found to be 100% disabled or by way of the odd-lot doctrine, the 
Industrial Special Indemnity Fund (ISIF) may be held responsible for some portion of that 
total and permanent disability if the following elements of ISIF liability are satisfied: 
(1) It must be demonstrated that Claimant suffered from a pre-existing physical 
impairment; 
(2) It must be shown that the pre-existing physical impairment was manifest; 
(3) It must be shown that the pre-existing physical impairment constituted a 
subjective hindrance to Claimant's employment; and 
( 4) It must be shown that the pre-existing physical impairment combined with the 
industrial accident to cause total and permanent disability. See, Durnaw v. J.L. Norton 
Logging, 118 Idaho 150, 795 P.2d 312 (1990). 
39. Accordingly, regardless of whether apportionment is sought under Idaho 
Code § 72-406 or Idaho Code § 72-332, a necessary first step 1s the evaluation of 
Claimant's disability as of the date of hearing. If Claimant is adjudged to be less than 
totally and permanently disabled, then apportionment can be considered under Idaho Code 
§ 72-406. If Claimant is adjudged to be totally and permanently disabled, then potential 
ISIF liability is evaluated under Idaho Code § 72-332. 
40. Here, neither of the vocational experts retained to provide opinions in this 
case have rendered opinions on the extent and degree of Claimant's disability. The closest 
Dr. Collins came to providing an opinion on Claimant's disability was her observation that 
with light duty restrictions, Claimant has lost approximately 35% access of her time of 
injury labor market. On the other hand, Mr. Brownell, without rendering an opinion on 
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Claimant's numerical disability rating, opined that Claimant falls into the odd-lot category, 
as an individual who is able to perform only services so limited in quality, quantity or 
dependability that no reasonably stable labor market for those services exists. 
41. Careful consideration of the opinions of Mr. Brownell and Dr. Collins leaves 
the Commission unable to define a specific numerical disability rating based on the totality 
of Claimant's physical ailments and relevant non-medical factors. The vocational experts' 
treatment of Claimant's reaching limitations further clouds the issue of Claimant's 
disability. Dr. Collins testified that the SkillTRAN program she employed did not provide 
a way to incorporate the Claimant's limitation against overhead reaching. Therefore, she 
did not include a reaching limitation in her use of the program. Mr. Brownell, on the other 
hand, appears to have overstated Claimant's reaching limitations in his use of the program, 
resulting in an inflated assessment of Claimant's disability. While Dr. Collins testified that 
Claimant has access to at least two-thirds of her pre-injury labor market, she failed to 
explain whether, or to what extent, Claimant is otherwise qualified to perform the 
sedentary and light-duty jobs which remain in her labor market. Our synthesis of these 
opinions is that Claimant's manifold physical injuries, considered in light of her labor 
market, lack of significant transferable jobs skills and her poor education leave her 
profoundly disabled, probably in the range of 50-75% of the whole person as of the date of 
hearing. 
Odd-Lot 
42. Even though Claimant has failed to establish total and permanent disability 
by demonstrating that she is 100% disabled, she may nevertheless prove total and 
permanent disability under the odd-lot doctrine. Claimant may prove her odd-lot status by 
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showing that she has attempted other types of employment without success, by showing 
that she, or vocational counselors on her behalf, have searched for other work and other 
work is not available, or by showing that any efforts to find suitable work would be futile. 
See Boley v. State Industrial Special Indemnity Fund, 130 Idaho 278, 939 P.2d 854 (1997). 
43. Claimant cannot qualify as an odd-lot worker under the first prong of the 
test; she successfully obtained and performed work after recovering from the October 31, 
2006 accident. She was employed by the State of Idaho to provide care for three young 
children under the ICCP program. She successfully performed this work until her daughter 
was incarcerated. Second, Claimant has failed to produce evidence showing that she, or 
others on her behalf, have searched for other work for her, but that none is available. 
Claimant did not conduct a meaningful work search following her recovery, although she 
was employed by the ICCP from July 2010 through April 2011. What work search she did 
perform was cursory and performed only in the two months prior to hearing. 
44. Finally, we have found that Claimant's testimony concerning the significant 
worsening of her condition following the subject accident should be given less weight than 
the opinions of Drs. Stevens and Larson. Claimant is capable of performing all sedentary 
and light duty work in her labor market, as well as a good deal of work qualifying as 
medium duty. As Dr. Collins has explained, that Claimant can perform sedentary and light 
duty work means that she has the physical ability to perform two-thirds of the jobs in the 
labor market. While we recognize that Claimant is not otherwise qualified to perform 
roughly two-thirds of the jobs remaining in her labor market, we nevertheless believe that 
her physical abilities and her skill set are such that it would not be futile for her to look for 
work in her labor market. Accordingly, we find that Claimant cannot meet her burden of 
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establishing total and permanent disability under the odd-lot doctrine. 
Apportionment 
45. Having found Claimant to be less than totally and permanently disabled, we 
must next consider whether apportionment of the disability is appropriate under Idaho 
Code § 72-406. Ordinarily, we would be obligated to define, with greater specificity, the 
extent of Claimant's less than total disability. However, for the reasons explained below, 
the Commission does not feel it necessary to define the precise extent of Claimant's 
disability from all causes combined in order to come to a resolution of this matter. Simply, 
on the evidence before us, we are unable to conclude that except for the addition of a 2% 
PPI rating, the subject accident did anything to contribute, on a permanent basis, to 
Claimant's disability. 
46. Central to our conclusion in this regard is our assessment that the subject 
accident of October 31, 2006 did not do anything to increase the functional disability from 
which Claimant clearly suffered as a result of her pre-existing conditions. As noted above, 
we have found that Dr. Stevens' report persuasively establishes that Claimant has suffered 
a 2% PPI rating as a consequence of the October 31, 2006 accident and associated fusion 
rev1s10n. However, in order to determine whether the subject accident has caused 
additional disability over and above the impairment rating, it is necessary to understand 
how, or whether, that accident has impacted Claimant's ability to engage in gainful 
activity. If the subject accident did not cause any change in Claimant's functional ability, 
i.e., if she was not given any permanent limitations/restrictions as the result of that 
accident, then it is difficult to support a conclusion that the subject accident has, in any 
way, contributed to Claimant's disability in an amount over and above the 2% PPI rating to 
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which she is entitled. 
47. Dr. Stevens has proposed that Claimant has no limitations/restrictions 
whatsoever with respect to her cervical spine condition. Similarly, Dr. Larson, Claimant's 
treating physician, has testified that if Claimant does have any limitations/restrictions 
referable to her cervical spine, those limitations are entirely the consequence of the 
documented pre-existing condition, not Claimant's work accident of October 31, 2006. Dr. 
Larson also believed that the limitations/restrictions identified by Mr. Bengston in the 
course of the FCE were referable to thoracic and lumbar spine injuries instead of the 
October 31, 2006 accident. However, Mr. Bengston clearly testified that certain of 
Claimant's limitations/restrictions are referable to her cervical spine condition. 
Importantly, however, Mr. Bengston did not provide any testimony on the question of 
whether or not, or to what extent, Claimant's cervical spine limitations/restrictions are 
referable to the subject accident versus Claimant's documented history of pre-existing 
cervical spine injury. In short, his testimony does not support a finding that Claimant has 
limitations/restrictions that are referable to the subject accident of October 31, 2006. 
48. In the final analysis, the only support in the record for a finding that 
Claimant's functional abilities were permanently impacted by the accident of October 31, 
2006 is found in the testimony of Claimant herself. Claimant testified that the October 31, 
2006 accident caused a permanent worsening of her condition. Relying on this testimony, 
Mr. Brownell found that the subject accident did combine with Claimant's pre-existing 
conditions to contribute to her disability because Claimant was able to perform her time of 
injury job before the subject accident and was unable to perform her job following the 
accident. However, as demonstrated by Claimant's own testimony, she was only able to 
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perform her time of injury job by adopting a number of strategies to modify the manner in 
which her work was done. She slid heavy buckets with her foot rather than pick them up. 
She used a stick and a hook made by her husband to drag heavy items across the floor 
rather than pick them up. She employed the assistance of others to help her with heavier 
tasks. She was performing a lighter duty job at the time of the October 31, 2006 accident. 
In short, there is a dearth of evidence supporting the proposition that without significant 
accommodation Claimant was, in fact, capable of performing the jobs described in the 
ICRD JSE's as of the date of the October 31, 2006 accident. 
49. We find Claimant's testimony that she experienced a permanent worsening 
of her condition following the October 31, 2006 accident to be unpersuasive. More 
persuasive to the Commission is the testimony of Dr. Larson, as supported by his records 
and objective medical testing. Claimant suffered from non-work related disease of the 
cervical spine which led to spinal fusion surgery on May 15, 2006. Claimant may or may 
not have reached a point of medical stability from this surgery by the time the accident of 
October 31, 2006 occurred. Regardless, although Claimant has successfully demonstrated 
that the October 31, 2006 accident did cause a fracture of the CS-6 fusion mass, there is no 
evidence that that accident caused additional injury at levels above or below CS-6. 
Claimant received appropriate medical care for the CS-6 fracture and follow-up medical 
records demonstrate a solid fusion at CS-6. Although Claimant has gone on to require 
additional surgery at C4-5, the parties are in agreement that the subject accident did not 
contribute to the need for that surgery. Claimant's treating physician has cogently testified 
that with the successful fusion revision, Claimant has returned to base line without any 
additional limitations that can fairly be referred to that accident. We find this testimony 
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persuasive. 
50. Even though Claimant's disability is probably in the range of 50-75 percent 
of the whole person, inclusive of her impairments, we are unable to conclude that the 
subject accident did anything but cause an additional 2% permanent physical impairment of 
Claimant's cervical spine. Specifically, the subject accident did not cause any additional 
permanent limitations/restrictions which could be responsible for contributing to 
Claimant's disability. 
51. Even were we to assume that Claimant is totally and permanently disabled 
under the odd-lot doctrine, it is clear that Claimant cannot meet her burden of establishing 
ISIF liability. Our finding that Claimant has failed to demonstrate that she has any 
limitations/restrictions of a permanent nature which can be referred to the subject accident 
means that she cannot demonstrate her burden of two of the four elements of ISIF liability. 
52. The "subjective hindrance" prong of the test for ISIF liability finds its 
genesis m the statutory definition of permanent impairment together with additional 
language enacted by the legislature in 1981: 
"Permanent physical impairment" is defined in section 72-422, Idaho Code, 
provided, however, as used in this section such impairment must be a 
permanent condition, whether congenital or due to injury or disease, of such 
seriousness as to constitute a hindrance or obstacle to obtaining employment 
or to obtaining re-employment if the claimant should become employed. 
This shall be interpreted subjective as to the particular employee involved, 
however, the mere fact that a claimant is employed at the time of the 
subsequent injury shall not create a presumption that the pre-existing 
permanent physical impairment was not of such seriousness as to constitute 
such hindrance or obstacle to obtaining employment. 
Idaho Code § 72-332(2) ( emphasis added). 
53. The Idaho Supreme Court set out the definitive explanation of the "subjective 
hindrance" language in Archer v. Bonners Ferry Datsun, 117 Idaho 166, 172, 686 P.2d 
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55 563 (1990): 
Under this test, evidence of the claimant's attitude toward the pre-existing 
condition, the claimant's medical condition before and after the injury or 
disease for which compensation is sought, nonmedical factors concerning the 
claimant, as well as expert opinions and other evidence concerning the effect 
of the pre-existing condition on the claimant's employability will all be 
admissible. No longer will the result turn merely on the claimant's attitude 
toward the condition and expert opinion concerning whether a reasonable 
employer would consider the claimant's condition to make it more likely that 
any subsequent injury would make the claimant totally and permanently 
disabled. The result now will be determined by the Commission's weighing 
of the evidence presented on the question of whether or not the pre-existing 
condition constituted a hindrance or obstacle to employment for the 
particular claimant. 
Since we have found that the subject accident did not contribute to Claimant's 
limitations/restrictions, we find that the October 31, 2006 accident does not constitute a 
hindrance or obstacle to employment. 
54. As part of this prima facie case, Claimant bears the burden of establishing 
that her pre-existing physical impairments "combined with" her work-related impairments 
such as to result in total and permanent disability. Claimant bears the burden of 
demonstrating that she would not have been totally disabled in the absence of her work 
accident. See, Garcia v. J.R. Simplot Company, 115 Idaho 966, 772 P.2d 1973 ( 1989); 
Bybee v. State Industrial Special Indemnity Fund, 129 Idaho 76, 921 P.2d 1200 ( 1996). 
Here, Claimant cannot demonstrate that the subject accident combined with her 
documented pre-existing conditions to cause total and permanent disability. The subject 
accident did not result in any additional limitations/restrictions which impacted Claimant's 
ability to engage in gainful activity. 
55. Even if Claimant were found to be totally and permanently disabled under 
the odd-lot doctrine, she cannot meet at least two elements of her prima facie case against 
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the ISIF. 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND ORDER 
1. Claimant is entitled to, and has received, time-loss and medical benefits 
associated with the accident of October 31, 2006. 
2. As a consequence of the subject accident, Claimant suffered PPI of 2% of the 
whole person. She is entitled to the payment of a rating in this amount at the appropriate 
rate. 
3. Claimant has permanent disability in the range of 50 to 75% of the whole 
person. Claimant has failed to establish that she has suffered any disability as a result of 
the subject accident over and above her 2% PPI rating. 
4. Claimant has failed to establish that she is totally and permanently disabled 
under the odd-lot doctrine. 
5. Even if it be assumed that Claimant is totally and permanently disabled under 
the odd-lot doctrine, she has failed to establish the elements of ISIF liability. 
6. The issue of Carey apportionment is moot. 
7. Pursuant to Idaho Code§ 72-718, this decision is final and conclusive as to all 
matters adjudicated. 
DATED this~~- day ---->1..-"-'L<~'---""-:_;_;__--' 2 0 13 . 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
Thomas P. Baskin, Chairman 
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copy of the foregoing FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, AND ORDER was 
served by regular United States Mail upon each of the following: 
STARR KELSO 
P.O. BOX 1312 
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H. JAMES MAGNUSON 
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MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 
141001 /002 
COMES NOW the Claimant by and through her attorney, Starr Kelso, and hereby 
respectfully moves the Commission for Reconsideration of its decision in this matter. Claimant's 
Motion is supported by the recitation of the factual findings and legal conclusions with which the 
moving party takes issue as set forth in the Clahnant' s Brief in Support of Motion for 
Reconsideration filed herewith. 
Da~.jr;'"ary, 2013 
Starr Kelso, Attorney for Claimant Sevy 
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COMES NOW the Claimant by and through her attorney, Starr Kelso, and hereby 
respectfully moves the Commission for Reconsideration of its decision in this matter. Claimant's 
Motion is supported by the recitation of the factual findings and legal conclusions with which the 
moving party takes issue as set forth in the Claimant's Brief in Support of Motion for 
Reconsideration filed herewith. 
DatP~h dl'ly of January, 2013. 
~t«R~ 
Starr Kelso, Attorney for Claimant Sevy 
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24th day of January, 2013, to the respective attorneys for the Defendants as follows: 
James Magnuson 
Attorney at Law 
Fax No. 208- 666-1700 
Thomas W. Callery 
Attorney at Law 
Fax No. 208-746-9553 
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Starr Kelso 
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and 






Claimant made a timely motion for reconsideration of the Commission's decision in the 
above-captioned case on January 29, 2013. Claimant argues that the Commission erred in its 
findings, conclusions and order filed on January 9, 2013. In that decision, the Commission held 
that Claimant likely suffered disability in the range of 50% to 75% of the whole person from all 
causes combined. The Commission also found that Claimant failed to meet her burden of 
establishing total and permanent disability via the odd lot doctrine. Having found that Claimant 
was less than totally and permanently disabled, the Commission next concluded that except for a 
2% PPI rating, the subject accident did not contribute to Claimant's disability from all causes 
combined. This conclusion derived from the Commission's adoption of the opinion expressed 
by Dr. Larson that the subject accident did nothing to increase Claimant's permanent 
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limitations/restrictions. Finally, the Commission concluded that even if it be assumed that 
Claimant is totally and permanently disabled, her claim against the ISIF would fail because the 
evidence fails to establish that she could satisfy the "subjective hindrance" and "combining with" 
components of the test for ISIF liability. 
In support of her motion for reconsideration, Claimant argues that having found Claimant 
to be generally credible, the Commission cannot disregard her testimony, which establishes that 
the subject accident permanently worsened her ability to engage in physical activities. Next, 
Claimant argues that Dr. Larson's opinion concerning the impact of the work accident on 
Claimant's ability to engage in gainful activity should be disregarded because it conflicts with 
Claimant's testimony and the functional capacity evaluation (FCE) performed by Mark 
Bengston. 
Claimant argues that the Commission erred in concluding that Claimant failed to 
establish total and permanent disability by the 100% method. She further argues that the 
Commission erred in rejecting her assertion that she is totally and permanently disabled under 
the odd lot doctrine. She contends that the evidence establishes that she has tried other types of 
employment without success. She contends that she, or others on her behalf, have searched for 
employment and found none available. She contends that because of her profound physical 
limitations/restrictions, and in particular, her restriction against overhead reaching on more than 
an occasional basis, it would be futile for her to seek suitable employment. 
Defendant ISIF and Defendant Employer argue that Claimant has failed to present new 
reasons, factually or legally, to support reconsideration of the Commission decision. They argue 
that the Commission decision is well supported by the record. In addition, the ISIF argues that 
the evidence of record supports the Commission's detem1ination that Claimant has failed to 
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prove odd lot status by any of the three methods articulated in Huerta v. School District 431, 116 
Idaho 43, 773 P.2d 1130 (1989). The ISIF also argues that Claimant continues to misinterpret 
SkillTRAN analysis results, which figure in the vocational opinions rendered by Mr. Brownell 
and Dr. Collins. 
DISCUSSION 
Under Idaho Code § 72-718, a decision of the Commission, in the absence of fraud, shall 
be final and conclusive as to all matters adjudicated; provided, within twenty (20) days from the 
date of filing the decision any party may move for reconsideration or rehearing of the decision. 
J.R.P. 3(f) states that a motion to reconsider "shall be supported by a brief filed with the 
motion." Generally, greater leniency is afforded to prose claimants. However, "it is axiomatic 
that a claimant must present to the Commission new reasons factually and legally to support a 
hearing on her Motion for Rehearing/Reconsideration rather than rehashing evidence previously 
presented." Curtis v. M.H. King Co., 142 Idaho 383, 388, 128 P.3d 920 (2005). On 
reconsideration, the Commission will examine the evidence in the case, and determine whether 
the evidence presented supports the legal conclusions. The Commission is not compelled to 
make findings on the facts of the case during a reconsideration. Davison v. H.H. Keim Co .. 
Ltd., 110 Idaho 758, 718 P.2d 1196. The Commission may reverse its decision upon a motion 
for reconsideration, or rehearing of the decision in question, based on the arguments presented, 
or upon its own motion, provided that it acts within the time frame established in Idaho Code § 
72-718. See Dennis v. School District No. 91, 135 Idaho 94, 15 P.3d 329 (2000) (citing Kindred 
v. Amalgamated Sugar Co., 114 Idaho 284, 756 P.2d 410 (1988)). 
A motion for reconsideration must be properly supported by a recitation of the factual 
findings and/or legal conclusions with which the moving party takes issue. However, the 
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Commission is not inclined to re-weigh evidence and arguments during reconsideration simply 
because the case was not resolved in a party's favor. 
Claimant's Credibility 
This case was heard by Referee Donohue. In his proposed decision, which was not 
adopted by the Industrial Commission, Referee Donohue offered the following observations 
relating to Claimant's credibility as a witness: 
Claimant makes a good first impression. At hearing, she appeared to be 
minimizing her physical reactions to pain and discomfort. Her increase in 
emotional and physical behaviors while testifying about tripping over the dog and 
requiring a second surgery appeared modest and genuine. 
Claimant is credible. Her demeanor and testimony were consistent with other 
evidence of record. 
In its decision, the Commission made the following finding concerning Claimant's credibility as 
a witness: 
Except as qualified below, Claimant is generally credible. The Commission 
finds no reason to disturb the Referee's findings and observations on Claimant's 
presentation or credibility 
Thereafter, the Commission explained why it chose to accept Dr. Larson's opinion that Claimant 
had no additional limitations/restrictions referable to the subject accident over Claimant's 
testimony that the subject accident caused a significant permanent loss of function. Claimant 
argues that having taken no issue with the Referee's finding on Claimant's credibility, the 
Commission should have elevated Claimant's testimony over the opinion of Dr. Larson, 
especially where his opinion is challenged by certain internal inconsistencies in his testimony. 
The Commission's findings on credibility are bifurcated into two categories, 
"observational credibility" and "substantive credibility". As stated in Painter v. Potlatch Corp., 
138 Idaho 309, 63 P.3d 435 (2003): 
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Observational credibility "goes to the demeanor of the appellant on the witness 
stand" and it "requires that the Commission actually be present for the hearing" in 
order to judge it. Substantive credibility, on the other hand, may be judged on the 
grounds of numerous inaccuracies or conflicting facts and does not require the 
presence of the Commission at the hearing. The Commission's findings regarding 
substantive credibility will only be disturbed on appeal if they are not supported 
by substantial competent evidence. 
Since the Commission did not hear this case, the Commission may not make findings concerning 
Claimant's credibility on the witness stand. The Commission did not disturb the Referee's 
findings in this regard. However, the Commission is fully empowered to weigh the substance of 
Claimant's testimony against other facts of record and make its own decision about Claimant's 
substantive credibility. 
Central to the Commission's original decision is the opinion of Dr. Larson, Claimant's 
treating physician. Dr. Larson performed Claimant's first spinal surgery in 2006, followed her 
during her period of recovery from that procedure and again treated her for the effects of the 
subject accident. He is peculiarly qualified to address the extent and degree to which Claimant's 
current limitations/restrictions are referable either to the subject accident, Claimant's pre-existing 
cervical spine condition or some combination of the two. Because of his unique knowledge 
concerning Claimant's pre-injury and post-injury condition, the Commission found persuasive 
his testimony that while the subject accident is responsible for causing or contributing to the 
failure of the C5-6 fusion, the accident did nothing to increase Claimant's permanent 
limitations/restrictions. Dr. Larson succinctly explained his opinion in this regard: 
Q. Now, focusing on the C5-6 issue, was there any limitations or restrictions 
that arose out of when she tripped over the dog at work? 
A. What do you meant? 
Q. Would there be a11y limitations or restrictions that would be - - I guess 
were there any limitations or restrictions to her - - to her from her C5-6 fusion? 
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A. I'll have to look and see. It was my opinion that she had been at MMI. I 
don't know if I did her - - I don't remember if anyone else did. I don't think there 
are any new limitations to her based on the pseudarthrosis that I treated. 
Q. Okay. So if she had any limitations or restrictions related to her cervical 
condition, those would be related to the degenerative condition you treated in 
May of 2006; is that correct? 
A. If they were at C5-6, yes. 
Q. Okay. So there were no new limitations, restrictions just because of the 
fusion redo? 
A. No. 
This testimony is not challenged by other medical opinion of record. While Mark Bengston did 
find that Claimant had some limitations/restrictions referable to her cervical spine condition, Mr. 
Bengston's testing did not shed any light on whether those limitations/restrictions predated or 
postdated the accident. His findings are not inconsistent with Dr. Larson's opinion that Claimant 
has no limitations/restrictions referable to the subject accident. We recognize that Dr. Larson 
labored under the belief that the limitations/restrictions identified by Mr. Bengston do not 
contain any restrictions related to the cervical spine, while Mr. Bengston' s testimony makes it 
clear that some of the limitations/restrictions he identified do relate to the cervical spine. 
However, we do not believe Dr. Larson's misunderstanding in this regard denigrates his opinion 
on the cause of Claimant's limitations/restrictions referable to Claimant's cervical spine. 
Against Dr. Larson's testimony, Claimant has testified that as a result of the subject 
accident she has suffered a permanent worsening of her cervical spine condition. As explained 
in our original decision, in resolving this conflict in the evidence, we find the opinion of Dr. 
Larson and Dr. Stevens to be more persuasive. 
There is another substantive credibility issue implicated in Claimant's motion for 
reconsideration. Claimant acknowledges that on cross-examination she conceded that she 
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performed no work search until November of 2011, which was several years after her date of 
medical stability, and shortly before the subject hearing. Claimant argues that this testimony was 
elicited from Claimant after being on the witness stand for several hours and was the result of 
fatigue, confusion, or pain medication. Claimant asserts that this testimony should therefore be 
ignored in favor of testimony elicited on redirect that Claimant performed a work search in 
October, November and December of 2007 following the termination of her employment with 
SVL. In fact, a careful review of the hearing transcript reveals that the explanation proffered by 
Claimant does not bear close scrutiny; there is other evidence of record which denigrates the 
assertion that the testimony she gave concerning a 2011 work search was the result of confusion, 
fatigue or overmedication. 
At hearing, under examination by her attorney, Claimant testified, apparently for the first 
time, to a job search she performed after leaving SVL. She initially testified that she looked 
around a little bit for work after leaving SVL, but then described a number of employers she 
contacted about work. These included Harvest Foods, Yokes, Dave Smith Motors, Subway, 
Silver Spoon, McDonalds, Wayside Market, Wal-Mart, and Silver Mountain. 
On cross-examination, counsel for Defendants asked Claimant why, if she had actually 
looked for work at the places she identified in 2007, she failed to describe this search in her 2009 
and 2011 depositions, and in her answers to interrogatories. Claimant explained that the answers 
she gave during discovery were accurate; she did not start her work search until after her 2011 
deposition. (See hearing transcript 176/21 177/16). On redirect, Claimant recanted and again 
testified that the work search she performed was undertaken in October, November and 
December of 2007. Claimant's testimony is internally inconsistent, and the explanation she has 
offered to explain this inconsistency on reconsideration is inconsistent with the fact that on at 
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least three separate occasions prior to the date of hearing she denied looking for or applying for 
work prior to 2011. We find Claimant's explanation for her testimony that her work search was 
performed in the fall of 2011 to be untenable. 
In summary, we continue to abide by our decision that certain aspects of Claimant's 
testimony are challenged by other facts of record. Specifically, we continue to believe that Dr. 
Larson's testimony is entitled to greater weight than that of Claimant on the issue of whether 
Claimant has any limitations/restrictions referable to the subject accident. 
Odd-Lot Determination 
Next, Claimant takes issue with the Commission's treatment of the elements of proving 
odd lot status. An employee may prove total disability under the odd lot doctrine in one of three 
ways: 
(1) By showing that she has attempted other types of employment without 
success; 
(2) By showing that she or vocational counselors or employment agencies on 
her behalf have searched for other work and other work is not available; or 
(3) By showing that any efforts to find suitable employment would be futile. 
In its decision, the Commission ruled that Claimant could not meet her burden of proving 
odd lot status by the first method, since she had failed to adduce evidence demonstrating that she 
had attempted other work without success. In fact, Claimant demonstrated an ability to work 40 
hours per week under the Idaho Child Care Program (ICCP), providing child care to a five year 
old, an eight year old and a newborn. Claimant argues that the fact of her employment by the 
ICCP should be disregarded since, per the testimony of Dan Brownell, such employment is 
"sheltered" and "sympathetic". (See transcript of hearing 266/6-267/6). Notwithstanding that 
Mr. Brownell's testimony in this regard is somewhat lacking in foundation, we do not believe 
that his assertions, even if true, do anything to assist Claimant in meeting her burden of proof 
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under the first method. Simply, the fact that Claimant may have found work in a sheltered 
environment does nothing to prove that she has attempted other types of employment without 
success. 
Next, Claimant challenges the Commission's conclusion that the evidence fails to 
establish that Claimant, or someone on her behalf, searched for other work, yet found none 
available. Claimant testified that between her 2007 date of medical stability and the date of 
hearing she made contacts with 10 potential employers. Regardless of whether these contacts 
took place in 2007 or in the fall of 2011, we deem this work search to be inadequate to meet 
Claimant's burden of proving odd lot status under the second method. 
Finally, Claimant alleges that the testimony of Mr. Brownell establishes that it would be 
futile for Claimant to search for work, as demonstrated by the results of the Skill TRAN analysis 
performed by Mr. Brownell, or at his instance. As we pointed out in our original decision, we 
believe the reliance on the results of the SkillTRAN analysis is misplaced. Claimant has 
restrictions against engaging in overhead reaching on more than an occasional basis. She has no 
restrictions against other types of reaching that might be required in other types of employment. 
However, because of the way data is collected by the U.S. Department of Labor, the SkillTRAN 
system is incapable of applying Claimant's specific restriction to the database of jobs; 
SkillTRAN only allows the evaluator to screen out jobs that involve upper extremity reaching 
generally, without the ability to fine tune for a specific type of prohibited reaching. (Truthan 
deposition 68/25-74/15). Most jobs in the workplace require upper extremity reaching of some 
type. Withdrawing jobs that require some type of reaching from Claimant's labor market results 
in a loss of up to 90% of the labor market. However, using Skill TRAN in this fashion would 
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remove from Claimant's labor market any number of jobs (how many, we do not know) that she 
is actually capable of performing per Mr. Bengston. 
In short, we find no reason to reconsider our decision that Claimant has failed to adduce 
evidence demonstrating that it would be futile for her to search for employment. 
For the reasons stated above, the Commission declines to reconsider the previously 
issued decision. 
ORDER 
Based on the foregoing reasons, Claimant's request for reconsideration is DENIED. IT 
IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED this 
INDUSTRJAL COMMISSION 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the ofdJyll[,t'v_c,ff201 a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing ORDER DENYING ON RECONSIDERATlON was served by regular United 
States Mail upon each of the following: 
STARR KELSO 
PO BOX 1312 
COEUR D'ALENE, ID 83816 
H.JAMES MAGNUSON 
PO BOX2288 
COEUR D'ALENE ID 83816 
THOMAS CALLERY 
PO BOX 854 
LEWISTON ID 83501 
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Attorney at Law #2445 
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Attorney for Claimant Mead 




SVL ANAL YITCAL, INC., 
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and 
STATE INSURANCE FUND, 
Respondent/Surety 1 
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STATE OF IDAHO INDUSTRlAL SPECIAL 
INDEMNITY FUND, 
Respondent. 
I.C. NO. 2006-526107 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
141002/005 
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENTS SVL ANALYTICAL, INC., STATE 
INSURANCE FUND, AND THE STATE OF IDAHO INDUSTRIAL SPECIAL INDEMNITY 
FUND, AND YOUR RESPECTIVE ATTORNEYS H. JAMES MAGNUSON AND TIIOMAS 
W. CALLERY 
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1. The above named Appellant, Kelli Sevy, appeals from the Findings of Fact. Conclusions 
of Law and Order entered by the State of Idaho Industrial Commission on January 9, 
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STARR KELSO 
Attorney at Law #2445 
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Attorney for Claimant Mead 




SVL ANALYTICAL, INC., 
Respondent/Employer, 
and 
STATE INSURANCE FUND, 
Respondent/Surety, 
and 
STATE OF IDAHO INDUSTRIAL SPECIAL 
INDEMNITY FUND, 
Respondent. 
LC. NO. 2006-526107 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENTS SVL ANALYTICAL, INC., STATE 
INSURANCE FUND, AND THE STATE OF IDAHO INDUSTRIAL SPECIAL INDEMNITY 
FUND, AND YOUR RESPECTIVE ATTORNEYS H. JAMES MAGNUSON AND THOMAS 
W. CALLERY 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above named Appellant, Kelli Sevy, appeals from the Findings of Fact, Conclusions 
of Law and Order entered by the State of Idaho Industrial Commission on January 9, 
1. NOTICE OF APPEAL 
2013, and the Order Denying Reconsideration entered by the State of Idaho Industrial 
Commission on February 14, 2014. 
2. The Appellant has the right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court and the said Findings 
of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order entered by the State of Idaho Industrial 
Commission and the February 14, 2014, Order Denying Reconsideration entered by the 
State of Idaho Industrial Commission are appealable orders under and pursuant to Idaho 
Appellate Rule 11 ( d). 
3. Preliminary statement of the issues on appeal: 
(a) Whether the Commission erred in holding, despite the Claimant suffering a 2% whole 
person permanent partial impairment and being unable to return to her time of injury 
employer, that she failed to prove she suffered disability in excess of impairment? 
(b) Whether the Commission's findings of fact are supported by substantial competent 
evidence. 
4. No order has been issued sealing all or a part of the record. 
5. (a) ls a reporter's transcript requested? 
A copy of the hearing transcript was prepared prior to the original briefing. As a result it 
is anticipated that the hearing transcript should be contained in and become a part of the 
requested record on appeal. If it is not, one is requested. A standard transcript of the 
hearing is requested. It was transcribed prior to briefing in this matter and thus it can be 
contained in the record on appeal as an Exhibit 
6. It is requested that the Record on appeal include: 
(a) All original or amended complaints and answers. 
(b) All Exhibits admitted into evidence and all Exhibits offered but not admitted. 
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( c) All affidavits considered by the Industrial Commission. 
( d) All post-hearing depositions taken by all parties. 
(e) All motions and briefs/memorandums including but not limited to Claimant's 
Opening and Reply Briefs and each of the Defendants' Briefs. 
(f) Referee Donohue's Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Recommendation. 
(g) The Industrial Commission's Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order. 
(h) Claimant's Motion for Reconsideration, Claimant's Brief in Support of Motion for 
Reconsideration, Claimant's Response to Defendants' Briefs Regarding Motion for 
Reconsideration, Employer's Brief in Opposition to Claimant's Motion for 
Reconsideration, and ISIF's Response to Claimant's Motion for Reconsideration. 
(i) The Industrial Commission's Order Denying Reconsideration. 
7. I certify: 
(a) A copy of this Notice of Appeal has not been served on a court reporter because the 
hearing transcript in this matter was previously prepared for consideration of the 
Industrial Commission and should be a part of the Record on Appeal. If not, a Notice 
of Appeal will be served on the court reporter. 
(b) The clerk of the Idaho Industrial Commission has not been paid an estimated fee for 
preparation of the reporter's transcript because the reporter was previously paid for 
the transcript which should be a part of the Record on Appeal. If not, upon notice 
from the Industrial Commission, the estimated fee will be paid. 
(c) The estimated fee for preparation of the Idaho Industrial Commission's clerk's 
Record has been paid. 
( d) The appellate filing fee has been paid. 
3. NOTICE OF APPEAL 
(e) Service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to I.A.R. 20. 
DATED this 24th day of March, 2014. 
Starr Kelso, Attorney for Appellant Sevy 
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said Commission this 27th day of March, 2014. 
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I, Kenna Andrus, the undersigned Assistant Commission Secretary of the Industrial 
Commission, do hereby certify that the foregoing record contains true and correct copies of all 
pleadings, documents, and papers designated to be included in the Agency's Record Supreme Court 
No. 41994 on appeal by Rule 28(b )(3) of the Idaho Appellate Rules and by the Notice of Appeal, 
pursuant to the provisions of Rule 28(b ). 
I further certify that all exhibits offered or admitted in this proceeding, if any, are correctly 
listed in the List of Exhibits. Said exhibits will be lodged with the Supreme Court upon settlement 
of the Reporter's Transcript and Agency's Record herein. 
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served by regular U.S. mail upon each of the following: 
Attorney for Appellant: Starr Kelso 
Po Box 1312 
Coeur d'Alene ID 83816 
Attorney for Respondent Employer/Surety: H. James Magnuson 
PO Box 2288 
Attorney for Respondent ISIF: 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816 
Thomas Callery 
PO Box 854 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
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YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that pursuant to Rule 29(a), Idaho Appellate Rules, all 
parties have twenty-eight days from the date of this Notiee in which to file objections to the 
Clerk's Record or Reporter's Transcript, including requests for eorrections, additions or deletions. 
In the event no objections to the Clerk's Record or Reporter's Transcript are filed within the 
twenty-eight day period, the Clerk's Record and Reporter's Transcript shall be deemed settled. 
Kenna Andrus 
Assistant Commission Secretary 
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